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► Arts

► Sports

Andy Games'
second place
showing at the
Colonel Classic
paced Eastern to
the team title/B7

The 'Pirates of
Penzance' opens
tomorrow with
John Drango as
The Pirate
King/B3
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Town meeting brings issues to new president
Torch passed to Kustra tomorrow

Installation
Schedule

BY AMPHIA DECAMP

■ 10:30-11 am., amain—
bras* concert, CrebbeUbraiy
■ 2:30p.m.. Installation
concert. Ravine
13 p.m., Presidential
Installation, Ravine
15 p.m., recaption, Keen
Johnson Building

News writer

The Fountain Food Court
came alive Tuesday night with an
exchange of ideas between
President Robert Kustra and students concerned about the future
of the university.
Kustra began the meeting with
an invitation to all students to

attend installation events.
Kustra will be the ninth president installed at Eastern and after
the installation a bell will toll for
every president Eastern has seen,
including one never counted among
the official presidents before.
Mary Roark served as acting
president of Eastern for 18
months after her husband passed
away while in office.

However, until now, she has
never been recognized for her
efforts. This year the bell will toll
for her, too.
Kustra addressed some of his
own concerns, one of which is
the "suitcase college" reputation
that Eastern has, because many
students go home on the weekends.
"We need to build a culture
where you can learn and grow
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See Meeting/Page A8

► College of law enforcement

Netscape: Online Class
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Eastern
President
Robert Kustra
answers
students'
questions at a
town meeting
Tuesday

Security
What's Rotated
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Suit meant
to remind
of obligation
Trial set for March 15,1999
BY ANDREA DECAMP

News writer

Photo ■ustraton by Don Knight and Bnan Simms/Progress

Nothing but Net
Eastern's nine
online classes
offer more
individual
attention to
students than
the traditional
classroom
environment

BY ALYSSA BRAMLAOE

News editor

Loretta Haley is a 41-year-old student with a family, a home in
Lexington and a full-time job on
campus. With her full schedule, it's
hard to fit in any extras — including
classes.
So Haley takes two classes on the
Internet, Family as Consumers and
English 102.
"It (an Internet class) really forces
you to think," Haley said. "As college
students, that doesn't happen a lot. It
builds your curiosity."
The junior apparel design major
said her two classes are very different
with one teacher posting questions
that must be answered and the other
teacher meeting with her class once a
week in a MOO session.
MOO sessions are like chat rooms

where everyone in the class can get
together and discuss about a given
subject.
Barbara Szubinska's English 102
class meets this way.
"We meet in the MOO to answer
questions about homework, and to
keep people on track," Szubinska said.
"I like to make sure they are progressing at the right rate."
Besides the MOO session,
Szubinska also e-mails study questions
to her students and replies to their
answers. The class will also meet three
times in person to do in-class writings,
she said.
"I miss seeing my students in person," she said, "but via e-mail there is
more opportunity to work one-on-one
with a student"
Szubinska also finds that students

■ ACC 201 Introduction to
Financial "£C0uWng
■ AHN 210 Advanced Prindptesot
Pain Management
■ COM 201 Writing and Reporting
News I
■ ENQ 102 Composition II
■ ENG 301 Advanced Composition
■ FCS 382 Family aa Consumers
■ MFG 730 Manufacturing
Exporifnentsl Design
■ SCO 338 Language and Literacy
Instruction lor DHH
■ SCO 881/781 Speech,
Speecrmactrig and AudNory
Training for DHH

See Net/Page AS
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Fire prevention week starts Sunday.

► TRF week

lOWW
Hi: 75
Low: 50
Conditions:
30% chance of showers
FMfc 65, Partly cloudy
848:66. Few showers
8UH: 66, Few showers

Helen Eigenberg said her goal
is not to punish Eastern with her
lawsuii. but to remind the university of its moral obligation to
female students and faculty.
Eigenberg, former professor in
the college of law enforcement, is
suing Eastern for gender discrimination, termination and retaliation on the basis of academic freedom.
Her suit was filed in October
1997 in Madison County Circuit
Court and names not only the university but also several faculty
members.
Some of the faculty included
are Kevin Minor, associate professor in department of correctional
services; James B. Wells, also an
associate professor; James Fox,
professor in the department of
correctional services; retired
Truett Ricks, then-dean of the college of law enforcement; and
retired Richard Snarr, then-chair
of the department of correctional
services.
Eigenberg graduated from
Eastern with her master's degree
in 1979 and was given the
Distinguished Alumnus Award in
the fall of 1994.

Elgenberg's claims
At this time, Eigenberg claims
that then-dean Ricks began
recruiting her to come and teach
at Eastern.
"Dean Kicks told Dr. Snarr that
if Dr. Eigenberg was not selected
(for the faculty position) he would
take the position away from the
department" James Wells said in
depositions.
Eigenberg, then the department chair at Old Dominion
University, left her position and
began as a faculty member in the
college of law enforcement
"It was an attractive idea to
come back to this institution and
the college of law enforcement,"
Eigenberg said.
However, according to court
documents, Eigenberg claims that
the department was never receptive to her or her ideas on curriculum.
Her area of specialty is gender
and justice, and i Eigenberg said
she wanted to bring more "gender-focused material into the college of law enforcement"
She also appeared on "60
Minutes" in March 1996 as a
guest expert to answer questions

Eigenberg is
suing Eastern
for gender discrimination,
termination
and retaliation
on the basis of
academic
freedom.

Truett Ricks,
was the dean
of the college
of law
enforcement.
Eigenberg said
he recruited
her to come to
Eastern.

Richard Snarr
held the
position that
Eigenberg
claims was
promised to
her by Ricks.
He was the
chair ol the
department of
corrections

See Suit/Page A7

►Athletics

Field narrowed to 4 in AD search
BrBnuNSaats
Managing editor

Eastern's search for an athletics director has been narrowed from 55 to four.
The four candidates will be interviewed on campus, starting Thursday
with Ken Brown, Director of Athletic
Business Services at Ball State
University.
The other candidates include: Robert

J. Cavello, Assistant Athletics Director
for Business Operations at Kansas State
University; Jeff Long, Associate Athletic
Director at Virginia Tech University;
and Timothy Dillon, Vice Chancellor for
Development and Director of Athletics
and Recreation at the University of
Alaska, Anchorage.
Cavello will visit campus for an interview Oct 15. Long is scheduled for Oct.
19. and Dillon is slated to come Oct 22.

Each candidate will visit Eastern for
two days.
Janna Vice, chair of the 11 -person
committee to replace Robert Baugh,
said the screening process went well.
"All the candidates, internally and
externally were impressive," Vice said.
The committee put a lot of emphasis on
experience."

Janna Vice
chaired the
committee to
find an AD.

SeeAO/PageA6
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► Editorials

SAFETY IN NUMBERS
SOCIAL SECURITY

54

University should make effort to find
alternative solution to identify students

Paul
and do a lot of damage.
SO,
ul Headley, a 25With a Social Security number
WHAT
year-old police
_ J :_:_. »i
*..
•lamia
«—ill access
a™»«»oo fan
rV£l/\l
anyone AMIU
could gain
to irmir
your
administration
stucredit
card
accounts,
bank
accounts,
DO
YOU
dent, is concerned
Colonel Connection account and
about the students at
THINK?
many other things.
Eastern.
Headley said that under the
And with good reaShould
son. Headley received a Buckley Amendment, Eastern is
required to ask a student's permiswritten reprimand for
Eastern
sion before giving out infor- do away with
violating open
mation like someone's
house rules in
Anyone
Social
Social Security number.
Brockton
who
Security
But Eastern is not the
Apartments.
only state university doing
numbers in
The repriyour
mand contained student ID this.
IDs?
Of the state's seven uninot only his
versities, only two.
name and Social can get
Northern Kentucky
Security numyour
University and Morehead
ber, but also the Social
What
State University, don't use
names and
alternatives
Security
the student's Social
numbers of two
Security number as an
would you
other people
number
identification
number.
who had been
suggest for
and do a
That's five major univerwritten up with
student ID
tot of
sities in our state that have
him.
numbers?
students' Social Security
Headley
damage.
numbers easily obtainable.
became concerned that
Thousands of college students
those two other people now had his
are at risk.
social security number.
To Voice
It is as if each university, includ"I just didn't feel comfortable with
the university distributing my Social ing Eastern, is allowing anyone
your
who wants this private information
Security number," Headley said.
opinions
Thaf s something I first questioned to easily obtain it
since I filled out my first ID form. I
Headley has done a good job of Drop us a line at
117 Donovan
don't want to be flashing that to
bringing student attention to this
or via
everyone at the football game."
problem by contacting fraternities, Annex
e-mail
So, Headley started a petition to
sororities and Student Association. progress@acs.
get the numbers off student IDs.
But now it must be brought to
eku.edu.
As of Sept 24, he has collected
the attention of the administration
approximately 300 signatures.
so that further action can be taken
Anyone who sees your student ID in removing the numbers from
can get your Social Security number IDs.

FIRE HAZARD
Eastern, students need to take responsibility
After a recent fire in a
Murray State
.University residence
hall, all of Eastern should be
remembering the old saying,
"better safe than sorry."
The Murray State fire
claimed the life of Michael
Miniger, 19, who lived in
Hester Hall. The hall had no
sprinkler system.
The hall was required by
law, like all dorms in the
state built after 1972. to have
a sprinkler system.
Four of Eastern's 16
dorms have sprinklers.
Those four are Walters,
Burnam, Sullivan and Case
halls. None of the university's dorms were built after
1972, and so none of them is
required to have a system.
Richmond Assistant Fire
Chief Danny Rutherford
said the fire alarm system in
the dorms is enough to keep
students safe and that sprinklers aren't necessary to
save lives.
Facilities Services Director
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Kentucky Stats
PoNcePost

James Street said sprinklers
do add an extra dimension
of safety, but that they don't
come on until the situation is
pretty bad.
Sprinklers are needed to
add that extra dimension of
safety, but on Eastern's campus when fire alarms sound
in the wee morning hours,
students don't want to leave
their beds. In 1995, two students were even arrested for
refusing to leave during an
alarm.
Students are used to false
fire alarms and standing
around for hours missing
out on valuable sleep all for a
prank, so they no longer
take it seriously.
To put sprinklers in all
dorms will cost an estimated
$3,395 million. While student's lives shouldn't come
down to dollars and cents,
Street said the university has
requested state money for
sprinklers and been denied.
If the university doesn't
immediately have the

money, the situation still
stands the same.
So the university will, little by little, add sprinklers to
the dorms. Street said. He
said $350,000 has been budgeted for Keene Hall and he
wants to budget Telford into
the next year's budget
In the meantime, alarms
that tell firefighters exactly
what room the fire is in are
being put in each dorm
through a phased-in plan.
Sprinklers do add an extra
dimension of safety and the
university should do everything it can to have them put
in every dorm as quickly as
possible. But sprinklers
won't make any difference if
students ignore fire alarms
and end up with their dorm
room on fire.
While sprinkler systems
are expensive and might not
end up saving a life, and
while getting out of bed at 3
a.m. possibly just for a prank
isn't any fun, it's better to be
safe than sorry.

► To Our Readers
The Eastern Progress
encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of
interest to the university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the editor reserves
the right to urge the writer to
make revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
The Progress reserves the
right not to publish letters that
are judged to be libelous or in
poor taste.

I-etters should be addressed
to the newspaper and should contain the writer's signature,
address and phone number,
letters for publication will be
verified. The Progress also gives
its readers an opportunity to
voice more detailed opinions in a
column called "Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the
editor prior to submitting the
article.
Letters and columns should
be mailed to The Eastern
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky university,
Richmond, Ky. 40475.
1 .otters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail at
progress@acs. eku.edu.
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The Boss' has paid cost to be in hall of fame
"/ have seen rock V roll future, and
its name is Bruce Springsteen."
Jon Landau, 1974
On Sept. 15. ballots were
mailed to more than 800
international music industry
professionals who will vpte for this
year's inductees into the Rock 'n'
Roll Hall of Fame. The induction
ceremony will take place in January
1999.
Among the heavy-hitters nominated are Billy Joel, Paul
McCartney, Black Sabbath and
Bruce Springsteen.
This year marks the 25th year
since Springsteen released his first
album, which makes this his first
year of eligibility for induction. It
will be a complete debacle if he is
not elected this year.
Springsteen epitomizes rock V
roll. He is the definitive American
rock artist, the father of rock 'n'
roll angst.
Energy-fueled concerts and
rebellious songs with unhappy endings have made him a hero to people trying to find an identity. And
the absolute best part of it all — it
is pure Bruce Springsteen and it is

PAUL FLETCHER
My Turn

Paul Fletcher
is a
sophomore
journalism
major from
Irvine and arts
writer for the
Progress.

all true. Every aspect of his music
could easily say Springsteen propelled them to legendary status.
is a real part of his life.
Springsteen's nominaFrom my standpoint
there are two things
tion is somewhat clouded
Springsteen that made Springsteen
in controversy, which I
personally do not underlegendary. He is literally
epitomizes
stand. Many music indusa songwriting genius,
and he has never lost
try insiders and fans
rock'n'roll.
alike are upset that
the ability to connect,
Ho Is the
with his audience. He
Springsteen's longtime
has gone on record as
partners the E Street
definitive
saying he will never forBand were not nominatAmerican
get his audience
ed.
because he stepped up
Although two future E
rock'n'roll
out of his audience.
Streeters (Clarence
Springsteen has
Clemmons and Garry
artist, the
long been famous for
Tallent) played on the
father of
talking with fans after a
first album, it was
show, a time when most
released as a solo project rock'n'roll
stars are locked away
with only Springsteen's
angst
backstage or quickly
name in the title.
whisked away in cars.
This technicality
He has never forgotten
omits the E Street Band
his blue collar, working class backfrom being eligible for nomination.
ground. He has an ability to conSome have gone on the record
nect with the common man. much
as saying Springsteen would have
like Woody Guthrie before him.
never reached legendary status
On a recent visit to the New
without the E Street Band. To an
Jersey coast I spent four days in
outsider looking in this may be an
and around Asbury Park, the runeasy idea to grasp, but if one examdown but romantic seaside town
ines further one will find this idea
where Springsteen spent his early
to be utterly preposterous. You

► Campus Comments
THE ISSUE
The installation of Robert Kustra as Eastern's
president is Friday.
The installation begins with a luncheon for some
of the Kustras' guests.
At 2:30 p.m. concert by the symphonic band and
university singers will be in the amphitheater.
The installation will be directly after the concert

a

MINDY STAPLER

I'm not going because
I'm not involved in
school politics.

NHMMK
Ft. Myers, Florida
Major: Undeclared
r: Freshman

»
BRANDY DANIEL

at 3 p.m. also in the amphitheater.
The governor will be at the installation, arriving
around 2:30 p.m.
People from Madison County and the surrounding areas are invited.
Here are some student reactions as to whether
they are going and why.

w +
Pelican Rapids.
Minnesota
r: Biology
r: Freshman

ii

BRrfTNEY
WILSON

No, I haven't even
heard about it.
Homatown
Paintsville
Major:
Undeclared
Yaac: Freshman

ii

No, I don't know anything about it

)J

ii

No, I am not going. I am
disgruntled with university parking, and the new
president should have
already done something
about it

Morgan Hill.
California
Year: Senior

»

► How to reach us

rate skyrocketing if you're ever
late with a payment.
I always deny over-the-phone
offers for credit cards.
It amazes me how determined
telemarketers are to sign me up.
They have an answer for
everything.
I say I'm unemployed.
They say not a problem.
I tell them I'm in debt up to
my ears and can't make my payments.
They say no problem we can
transfer your debt to your new
card at our low introductory
rate.
Finally I just tell them no
thanks and hang up.
This summer credit card companies voiced concern about
bankruptcy becoming a popular
fad. As long as these same companies continue to target consumers with high-pressure sales
pitches more and more people
will look to bankruptcy as their
only relief.

Correction

progress « acs e*u edu I Far (606) 622-2354
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Rita. Fox, 622-1872
Acttvitlas
Stad Raid, 622-1882
Arts&Entartainmant
Angie Mullikm, 622-1882
Sporto
Shane Walters, 622-1882

Ctassfflad/Subscrtptlons
Sonja Knight, 622-1881
To
Don Knight. 622-1578

Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per semestei or $38 per year payable in advance.

when they played with Springsteen
there was a magical presence.
But they were playing
Springsteen's songs in a
Springsteen fashion. I have seen
several Springsteen shows without
the E Street band and they too
were spectacular. I am merely trying to convey the idea that
Springsteen could have reached his
current status either with or without them.
At least two former E Streeters
have gone on the record as saying
they are "nothing but happy" for
Springsteen, and it is rumored that
if he is elected he will invite some
of his former comrades to be by his
side at the annual induction jam
session. I think this is a great show
of respect from both parties, and
dictates the feeling everyone
should have.
If ever an E Streeter is nominated to be elected into the Hall I will
wish them luck and applaud if they
make it. But for now let's not
shroud this momentous occasion in
controversy.
Let Springsteen bask in his rock
'n' roll glory. He has paid the cost
to be The Boss."

Winston Churchill, other
famous people found on Web
This is one of a series of
columns that will explore different aspects of technology
and how they can be used
through Eastern's computing
services.
Tihere may be only
one place on the
Internet where you
can find out about Winston
Churchill, the prime minister of England, and
Winston Churchill, the novelist
That place is
Biography.com at
<http://www.biography.co
m>. This site, created by
A&E television, contains
the biographies of over
20.000 individuals.
Other notable biography
sites on the Internet:
(1) Biographical
Dictionary
<http://www.s9.com/biography/>
This site contains information on more than 25,000

people who have influenced
the world from Ancient
times through today.
(2) WWWVL History of
Science, Technology and
Medicine
<http://www.asap.unimelb.
edu.au/hstm/hstm_bio.ht
m>
A good list of those great
folks who have made a contribution in the fields of science, technology and medicine.
(3) The Faces of
Science: African Americans
in the Sciences
<http://www.Iib.lsu.edu/lib
/chem/display/faces.html>
Another excellent source of
biographies of people who
have made great
contributions to the world
of science.
(4) Distinguished
Women of Past and Present
<http://www.netsrq.com/dbois/>
This site contains excellent
links to hundreds of biogra-

phies of women in every
field from science to politics.
(5) Presidents of the
United States
<http://www.ipl.0rg/ref/P
()TUS/>
This site contains a biography for every president
since George Washington.
So, if you wart to know that
John Tyler's nickname was
"His Accidency," this site
will interest you.
(6) Mr. Showbiz's
CelebSite
<http://www.celebsite.com
/>
This site contains the profile of over 600 celebrities.
You can find out that
Leonardo DiCarprio is a
Scorpio and where to write
to David Duchovny. This
site offers a short and full
bio for these celebrities,
photo galleries and the latest information and links
for them too.

LISA MOORE
Technology

Lisa Moore, of
Berea, is
coordinator for
ResNet at
Eastern and a
graduate
student.

Fall Festival Weekend

October 2, 3, & 4
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Pushy credit card companies
need to take 'no' for an answer
student like me and
Credit card compakeep themselves out of
nies are on the
the red?
hunt, and we are
They are hoping I'll
their prey.
be naive enough to
Since I started going to
max out the plastic and
college, a week doesn't
just pay the minimum
pass that I don't find
balance until I graduate
myself in the crosshairs
and then I can pay
of another credit card
them back — plus
offer.
years of interest.
DON KNIGHT
Either by mail or teleMy Turn
But I have not given
phone, they are always
up all hope for credit
trying to lure me in with a
cards.
Don Knight is
low introductory rate.
By becoming a
Introductory is the key a junior joursavvy
consumer I hope
word.
nalism major
to avoid graduating
Stick around after the
from Richmond
with a degree in banknew-cardholder honeyand photo ediruptcy.
moon and they will stick
tor for the
I've found ji easy to
you with a higher rate.
identify offers by mail
Of course, you can play Progress
as friend or foe.
their game and transfer
your debt to a new credit card
The answer is in the fine print.
I always look to see how the
every six months to take advantage of another low introductory
rate will be determined after the
introductory rate has expired.
rate.
How can companies offer
And beware of the clause allowsuch low rates to a poor college
ing them to send your interest

performing years. I heard stories of
an almost "regular guySpringsteen who still liked to hang
out on the boardwalk and interact
with common folks.
There was the record store
owner who stepped out of his shop
one morning and almost bumped
into a guy pushing a baby carriage
down the street. It was Springsteen.
He had brought the family into
town to do some shopping. Sound
like your typical rock star? I think
not.
Although the E Street band were an
extremely talented group of individuals, they are not responsible for
Springsteen's success. When he
burst out of the Jersey coast club
scene in the mid-seventies he took
the band with him. He was responsible for the rocket ride to superstardom, not them.
Several former E Streeters have
tried unsuccessfully to begin a solo
career. In contrast to this
Springsteen has been successful as
a solo artist and with other bands.
Don't misunderstand the point of
this column. It is not meant to
degrade the E Street band in any
way. I love the E Street band, and

Tharxaaidant of tia Young
Democrats was incorracty idanMad in ■ story about tie group
in the Sept 24 iaaua. The pnssidant to Gene Lewis. The vioepreaidant to Cane voaaaja.
If you have a correction.
plaasi send itto tha eoHor in
writing by noon Mondey before
pubtcaton on Thursday.
The edtor w* decide » me
correction deserves special
trasamant, or needs to be In the
section in which the error
occurred.
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• Pumpkin Pie Candles
• Fall Wreaths & Arrangements
• Scarecrows, Pumpkins
and Gingerbread
• Autumn Pottery
• New Fall Lizzie Highs
• And Much, Much More!!!
139 N. Keeneland Dr.
Exit 90, 1-75
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

624-0025

Colonel's

Electric

Beach

Professional Tanning Beds ,u ,
**
CONVENED AND COMRDRTABLE
**§*
^ ^ AFFORDABLE
SS
Students Tan for $2 on Weekends
1st 20 new tanners, try new Caribbean Gold "Flash" samples free!

Located at the edge of campus

624-8773
1
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► News Briefs
Compiled by Dena Tackett

Lecture tonight
focuses on changing
university

Truman Scholarship
available for juniors

Siren and tone alert
to be tested Saturday

The Harry S. Truman
Scholarship is available for fulltime juniors in the upper quarter of the class and are committed to a career in public service. Applicants must also be a
U.S. citizen or a U.S. national
and be pursuing a bachelor's
degree.
The scholarship, worth up to
$3,000, was founded in 1975 as a
memorial to President Truman
and 75 to 80 of these scholarships
will be awarded in the nationwide
competition.
Application packets can be
picked up in Roark Building
Room 105 until Oct. 23. The deadline for completed applications is
Dec. 2.

The monthly test of the Siren
and Tone Alert Radio system
will be conducted at noon
Saturday. In the event of threatening weather, the test will be
canceled. The system is tested
the first Saturday of every
month.

The department of government
is presenting a lecture entitled
"Leadership in Public Service:
How Many Light Bulbs Does it
Take to Change a University?" at
4:30 p.m. today in Grise Room of
Combs Building as part of the
installation activities. Naomi B.
Lynn, chancellor of the University
of Illinois at Springfield, will present the lecture.
Lynn has published books and
articles in the fields of political
science, public administration and
women and politics. She has
served as president of both the
American Society for Public
Administration (ASPA) and the
National Association of Schools of
Public Affairs and Administration
(NASPAA), where she is now on U.S. Army Band to
its board of trustees.
She is president of Pi Sigma perform in Brock
Alpha, the national political sciThe U.S. Army Band will perence honorary society, and form at 8 p.m. Oct. 15 in Brock
serves on the board of directors Auditorium. The event is free, but
of American Association of State tickets must be obtained from the
Colleges and Universities department of music or any
(AASCU). She also serves on the Richmond Bank One location.
United States Senate Judicial The
concert is sponsored by EKU
Nominations Commission for the' Bands.
For more information, call
state of Illinois, Central District.
Lynn also has her own award 622-3266.
named after her — the Naomi B.
Lynn Community Leadership Student Development
Award.

offers rafting trips

Project Success
director named
Counselor of the Year
Teresa Belluscio, director of
Eastern's Project Success program and coordinator of services
for students with disabilities, has
been named 1998 Counselor of
the Year by the Kentucky
Rehabilitation
Counseling
Association (KRCA). Belluscio is
also secretary and treasurer of
KRCA
Belluscio came to Eastern in
1995 after serving as a case manager coordinator for the
Bluegrass West Mental Health
Mental Retardation Board.

Student Development is sponsoring a Whitewater rafting trip to
Ocoee River near Benton, Tenn.,
Oct. 24-25. The cost is $40 per
person. For more information or
to sign up. call 622-3855.

Phi Delta Kappa
Scholarship available
A Phi Delta Kappa scholarship is available to full-time
graduate students enrolled in
education. Applications can be
picked up in Combs Building
Room 402.
The deadline on the applications is Oct. 23. For more information, call 622-4965.

Poetry and fiction
reading to celebrate
Kustra's installation
The English department will
present a poetry and fiction reading at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Walnut Hall of Keen Johnson
Building.
The reading will be held to celebrate the installation of
President Robert Kustra.
English professors Bill Sutton,
Dothory Sutton, Marshall Myers,
Rick Clewett, Hal Blythe and
Charlie Sweet, all published
authors, will read from their own
poetry and fiction.
Refreshments will be served
and a discussion will follow the
reading. The program is open to
the public.

Madison County
Historical Society
meeting Oct. 16
The
Madison
County
Historical Society will hold a
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 16 in
Conference Room B of Perkins
Building.
After a business meeting, Ted
Franklin Belue, professor of history at Murray State University
and noted American frontier historian, will present a program on
"Daniel Boone and Frontier
Kentucky."
The program is sponsored by
the Kentucky Humanities
Council and is open to the public.

► Police Beat
Compiled by Andrea DeCamp

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's division of public safety.

fic control device, operating on a
suspended license and possession
of prescription medication in the
wrong bottle.

Sept. 24
Mitchell E. Lunsford. 20,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
and possession of alcohol by a
minor.

Paul O. Brock, 18, McKee, was
arrested and charged with 3rd
degree criminal trespassing and
disorderly conduct.

Jennifer Bogie, Todd Hall,
reported a fire alarm sounding at
Todd Hall. The alarm was caused
by trouble in the elevator.
Sept. 23
Linda K. Colliver. 30,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a traf-

Robyn Klaren, Walters Hall,
reported a theft in Telford Hall of
an Adidas jacket
Sept 22
Joel A. Caison, 19, Versailles,
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
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Harold Henson, 34, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
disregarding a traffic control
device and driving under the
influence of alcohol.
Rubiela R. Kenney. 19, Clay Hall,
reported that her wallet and keys
were stolen from Case Annex when
she forgot them in the night lab.
Christopher Sutton, 18, Keene
Hall, reported that his bicycle
was stolen while chained outside
of Keene Hall.
Brady Powers, Todd Hall,
reported a fire alarm in Todd
Hall. The alarm was caused by
problems in the elevator.

Alpha Omlcron PI A7
Apollo's B5
Arizona Jack's AS
Botany Bay A7
Captain D's A6
Chock Exchange B4
Church Directory A4
Cutup's A7
Dairy Queen B3
Diet Center A6
Disc Oo Round AS
Dollar Store BS
Electric Beach A3
FszoirsAS
First Qssr A4
Food Sorvlcss B2
Gall's Help Ad A4
Gift Box A3
Happy Meadows AS
Kelly's Fruit Msrket AS
Kentucky Collision Csnter A7
KY Connect B2, BS
Ky Auctioneers AS
Madison Garden AS, A7, B2
Main Street Chevron B4
Mall Movlss B2
Msrle Normsn AS
Mother's Laundry B5
Nig ht At The Roxbury A4
ORIk»y«A7
PC Systems A6
Peace Corps 85
Persons I Touch Dry Cleaners
AS
Picture Perfect A7
Pink Flamingo AS
Recordsmtth B2
RKeAkJ A5
Sera Tec B3
Sound Advice AS
Stoneworth AS
Substance Abuse AS
Subway A7
Butter's B4
Tazwell's AS
TUlerman's Dell B3
University Cinemas B2
Wholesale Food Outlst BS

SPECIAl ENGAGEMENT - NO PASSES OH DISCOUNT TICKETS ACCEPTED

I

► Progress Classifieds
HELP WANTED...

MISCEU-ANEOUS...

Help! I need somebody. Madison
Garden.

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadlacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4 WD's Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext A-7077 for
current IstincjaV

EKU FOOTBALL TEAM is looking tar
a manager. Contact Janet Murphy
2146.
Drivers wanted. Must be 1 a, have
own car * insurance. Apply in person at
Apoto's Pizza, 228 S. 2nd Street
NOW INTERVIEWING for federal
contract work. Wei above minimum
wage, flexfcte schedules. I you have 2
or more years of college or military
experience, we may have a positon for
you. Anyone interested can cal 6062786199. ask for Jsnrier or Shad. We
also have positions available which
don't require ooisge or miftary.
$1250 FUNDRAISER! Credit Card
fundraiser for student organizations.
You've seen other groups otong it, now
it's your turn. One weak is al it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks. NO cbioaton.
Cal lor information today. 1-800-932
0528 x 65. wwwocmoortcept8.com

FREE RECHARGEABLE PHONE
CARDS! Only 19«/minute nationwde'
Great International rates! Send SASE.
Steven Whrtehurst, P.O. Box 1094.
Dept EP. Dofton. 1.60419
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Defnouent Tax. Repo's
REOs. Your Area To! Fres (1) 8002184000 Ext. H-7077 for current sstllOB.

$1000*8 Weekly!! Stuff envelopes at
home tor $2 each plus bonuses. Work
F/TorP/T Make $800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free sixyeas. No experience
necessary. For details, send one stamp
to: N-90. 12021 Wtehire Blvd., Suite
552. Los Angeles. CA 90025

TRAVEL..

Now accepting applications for all
positions. Apply in person. Madison
Garden.

Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 smaJ
businesses in the US recognized by
Better Busnees Bureaus for outstanding ethics in the marketplace! spring
breaktravelcom 1-8006786386

Part-ttns Youth MWstsr at Covenant
Presbyterian Church in Cyntriana. Ky.
Duties- Design youth program ages K12. Interested? Send resume & refer
ences to: Laura Y Hehr, RR6 Box 244,
Cynthiana, KY 41031

Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruisel 6 Days $2791
Includes Most Mealsl Awesome
Beaches, Nightie! Departs from Florida! 1998 BBB Award Winner! springbreaklravel.com 1-8006786386

•Maurtoss tic. Now accepting appicalons tor full-time management Competitive salary, excsfent benefits package. AppV in person at Richmond maJ
location.

Early lajafjajal, Cancun & Jamacal 7
Nights Air & Hotel from $399! Inctodes
Free Food. Drinks. Parties' 1998 Better
Business Bureau Award Winner!
spnrigbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386

FOR SALE...

Early Specials! Panama City! Room
with Kitchen $129! Inctodes 7 Free Parties! Daytona $149! New Hotspot -

Sevan piece sectional, great tor student apartment $70,62340710

OAU'S
INCORPORATED
America"! largest supplier of
public safety equipment has Immediate
openings for part-time positions:

2 evening shifts available:
35+ hours/ week
Monday 3pm - midnight
Tuesday - Friday 5 pm - midnight
OR
20+ hours/week
Monday-Friday 8pm - midnight
Starting salary: $7/hr.
Increases based on performance, medical, dental, 401(k), tuition
reimbursement up to SSOO/year.
Apply today at Gall's Corporate Headquarters located at 26S0
Palumbo Drive, Lexington. Applications are accepted M-F. 8-5.
For more Information about our company, visit our web site at
r.gallslnc.com.

GALL'S INC.
.1

4RAMAHH

South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach
$1491 springbreaktravel.com 1-8006786386
SPWNG BREAK - PLAN NOW! Cancun, Jamaica. & Mazattan, Early bird
savings unti Oct. 31st. America's best
prices & packages. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips + cash 1-800SUFrS-UPwww.stocereaxpreas.com
Cancun, Florida, Jamaica, South
Padre. Bahamas. Etc.. Best Hotels.
Parties. Prices. Book Early and Save!!
Earn Money + Tripel Campus Reps /
Organeattons Wanted. Cal Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
wwwxptcom
,
SPRMG BREAK 90! Cancun * Nassau ' Jamaica ' MazaBan 'Acaputoo*
Bahamas Cruise * Florida * South
Padre Travel Free and make tots of
CashlTop reps are offered fuMime stall
jobs. Lowest price Guaranteed. Call
now tor details! www.dasstravel.com
8008386411

BIRTHDAYS^
Happy Da U may Daaaaaaasavaaddyt
Bruce Campbel is 48! From your two
EKU students, Amy and Jennie (and
your son, David)
Happy 51at Birthday Martha Potter!
From us! Leonard, Lee and Water.
Happy Birthday Chrla Garretttlll

From your loving wie, Katie.
Happy Birthday Dennis Murray!
From your family, Mary, Jane, Bl and
Mark
Happy Belated 24th Birthday Brian
Bland! From your favorite cousin, Lee.
Happy Birthday Mhesh
your friends at Arty's.

!From

Classifieds
$2 for 10 words,
$4 for 20 words, etc.
Place your ad with us
for the next issue.
Call 622-1881 before
noon Monday.

Be the first to come down to
fint gear and answer the
question correctly.
Located an the corner oT First and Main.

# Where was Bart
Simpson conceived?

Last week's answer with a fork in
the back
Last week's winner none
(One win per customer, per semester )

CHURCH DIRECTORY

First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun,. 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30p.m. Wed. 6:30
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun School 9:30 a.m.

St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a.m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge)
Call for transportation.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live
5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.
Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.
Big Hill Ave Christian 129
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun.
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m.

Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30,
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427
Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W. Main St., 6238535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our
van. Colonels for Christ
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at
8:30 p.m. on 2nd floor of
Powell Building
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St.'626-5055 Sunday Service
and Church School 10:45 *
a.m.
White Oak Pond
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Bames Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun.
Worship 10 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship
Sun. 11 a.m. Sun.
School 11:15 a.m.
Harvest Family
Fellowship 621 S.
Keeneland Dr. 6248620 Sun. School 9:45
a.m. Sun. Worship
10:45 Wed. Bible
Study 7 p.m., Sat.
Outpouring 6:10
p.m.

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.

St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.
St Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m
Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.
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Committee
decides criteria
for VP search

SA discusses fate of technology fee
BY AHOBEA DECAMP

News writer
Student Association tabled the
act concerning a technology fee
again this week after debate
brought up more questions in
Tuesday's meeting.
Newly elected senators got
their first taste of parliamentary
procedure during the discussion of
the proposed $50 technology fee.
The fee is sponsored by student rights chair Chris Rice who

BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

Candidate criteria

The 13-member committee in
charge of finding a replacement for
Russell Enzie. vice president of academic affairs and research, has
decided on a set criteria and is taking applications from all over the
nation.
The screening of the applications began Sept. 15 and a large
number of applications have been
submitted, said Doug Whitlock,
vice president for administrative
affairs and chair of the committee.
"It is a national search, and we
are receiving applications from all
over this country and other countries," Whitlock said.
The committee is in the process
of screening the applications by the
criteria and reviewing the credentials of the candidates, Whitlock
said.
"We will begin meetings soon to
start working toward having three
to five finalists to be presented to
President Kustra by later this fall,"
Whitlock said.
Although the committee will
narrow the candidates to less than
five, it will accept applications until
January 1999, when the new vice
president will be named. There is
no specific deadline to apply for the
position.
The new chief academic officer
will be responsible for curriculum,
faculty hiring, promotion, policies
and academic policies.
The applicant must also be committed to the following:
■ The mission of a comprehensive,
regional university which stresses

■ An earned doctorate
■ Record of outstanding scholarship suitable for appointment as a full-time professor
■ Significant experience in
budgeting
■ Leadership style which incorporates shared governance,
cdlegiality. openness and
respect for diverse opinions
■ Demonstrated visionary leadership
■ Capacity for innovation

has been working on the act with
academic computing and
telecommunications director
James Keith.
Some of the questions senators asked concerned whether
the fee was too expensive for students to pay, and what would be
done with extra monies collected.
An amendment to the act was
introduced that would reduce the
fee to $25 a semester, but that
amendment was not passed.
More discussion is expected

help students involved in the fire.
Student Association is accepting money from other groups or
any individual who wants to
donate money to the fund.
The money collected will go
to students who lost personal
items, such as clothing, toiletry
items and books in the fire.
It will also help to pay hospital
coverage for the student,
Michael Priddy. still in the intensive care unit of Vanderbilt
Hospital recovering from the fire.

Net: Professors say courses take special kind of student
From the front
who might be more hesitant to ask
or answer a question in class is
more likely to do so on the Internet
She also likes that she can
write as many comments on her
students' homework as she wants.
Instead of just squiggles in the
margins, Szubinska can write a
paragraph at the end of her students homework.
This way of grading shows her
students in a writing class that she
can write herself, she said.
"They see that I can walk the
walk, not just talk the talk,"
Szubinska said.

instruction as its primary purpose.
B An institutional culture which
takes pride in being a "school of
opportunity," while committed to
quality.
■ Ijberal and general education, as
well as career-oriented education.
B Developing programs designed
to enhance student retention and
success.
a Support of faculty and staff
involvement in generating external
funds.
B Professional development of faculty and staff.
B Equity and diversity.
B The role of technology in improving the quality of education,
enhancing academic support services and increasing access to education.
B Interdisciplinary programs within an institution, as well as partnerships with other institutions, government agencies and industry.

Special skills needed
Professors who teach the nine
online classes on campus agree
that it takes a special kind of student to succeed in an online class.
Debbie Haydon teaches language and literacy instruction for
deaf and hard of hearing.
She sees reading ability as an
important quality to have when
taking an online course.
Haydon puts several questions
or tells students to post things on
certain links to make sure that

hi&\

Rite-Aid Welcomes EKU Students
Coords
24pk. $10"

they are reading everything. es is personal interaction.
Some students find them and
Richard Fern, professor of
some don't, she said.
accounting, misses the classroom
"I have one or two students setting.
who haven't figured out that I'm
"It's so anonymous," he said. "I
dead serious,"
can't see facial
Haydon said.
expressions,
C 1 e m m a «I can't see any
and I miss getAlcorn,
who
ting to know
facial
expresteaches
my students."
advanced princiBut he is
sions, and I miss
ples of pain manenjoying his
getting to know
agement, said
online class so
students need to
much he will
my
students.
like to write
teach it again
when
in an
Richard Fern, next semester,
online course.
accounting professor though possi"My goal is to
in conjuncJ) bly
get them to look
tion
with
at a problem and
KTLN, the telthink about it, to synthesize the evision classroom network, he
information," Alcorn said.
said.
Karen Dilka teaches speech,
"So I can at least see them,"
speech reading and auditory train- Fern said.
ing for deaf and hard of hearing.
Alcorn feels that even though
She meets with her class face-to- teachers don't get to see their stuface once a week because she feels dents in person, the online class is
online classes need some discipline.
a very personal atmosphere.
They (students) like the free"It's definitely one-on-one
dom, but realize they need a real because it takes a lot of time to
hands-on experience," Dilka said.
respond and to e-mail," she said.
One thing that most Web "I'm more invested in them inditeachers miss in their online class- vidually. You miss face-to-face, but

it's a different type of class unity
because you learn personalities."
Technology fee
would help
Computers on campus that arthooked up to Eastern's network
have access to the Internet, said
James Keith, director of academic
computing and telecommunications services (ACTS).
There are 1,010 computers in
classrooms and labs with that
capability, he said.
"Use has increased significantly." he said. Eastern's bandwidth
is operating at 85 percent of
Internet capability, he added.
"Last year we were around 65
to 70 percent." Keith said.
ACTS is looking to increase
Eastern's bandwidth so that the
university's capabilities are
increased, especially audio and
video capabilities, he said.
An increased bandwidth would
give the ability, but the university
would still need the hardware and
software to do it.
A technology fee, like the one
proposed by Student Association
would help greatly in this situation, Keith said.

EKU Colonels are Personal Touch
SEW" Amazing!

Dry Cleaners

Bud Cube
24 pk. $11.59
Miller 15 pk.
$5."

School Logos
Monograms
Club Designs

exp. 10/07/98

623-5811

when the results from a survey
that students filled out during
association's elections last week
are tabulated.
President Adam Back said he
is asking an expert in surveying
and statistics to help make sure
that the results are accurate.
Legislation concerning a
donation to Murray State
University was also passed during the meeting.
The association has pledged
to donate $250 from its group to

Personalizations
Greek Crests
Hats and Morel!

Gu-Atant tlmfr'Lo-ide.'cy

pharmacy 623-5812

10% off faculty
and students

&toneworth&hirt Co.

Cn triage Gete Shopping Center

624-2961

Located behind Pizza Hut on EKU Bypass

RICHMOND MALL Mon. - Sat. 10-9 Sun. 1-6 623-6852

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. • Fri.-Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m. « Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Psychology 101: The Rorschach TV

Pull up a couch. See the tomato?
Then you're not only sane.
but hungry as well.
(Like Pavlov's dog when he heard the bell.)
Good thing Fazoli's is nearby.
Head on over for
a Sampler Platter and
unlimited free breadsticks
when you dine in.
You'd be crazy to pass it up.

Face the day
perfectly with a
new kind of makeup
Introducing LUX1VA* Face the Day
Gemc-to-rWdcr Makmp-a fcarhcrlight
cream with a soft mane powder finish.
Contains SPY 25 sunblock and Vitamin E.
With fourteen great shades to choose
from...why face the day without it?

******£<.

441 Leighuxni Drive. 624-0884. Richmond

839 EKU Bypass
Carriage Gate Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Closed Sunday
624-9825
10% Student Discount
Independently owned and 0|>er.Hed.
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Congratulations

Colonels
Madison
Garden
\_#l A • * 0*111

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

Go Colonels!

STUDIOS

If your club or organization
has an upcoming event or
activity you would like
previewed in the Progress
contact Staci Reid,
Activities Editor, at
622-1872.

_.

.
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Jne Beastern
Eastern

Progress
t,

w www.pnigresti.eku.edu

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881
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► Residence Hall Association

Armed
robbery
reported
at Todd

vww,
1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND, KY.

Chootefrom

3 PIECE FISH DINNER

BY ANDREA DECAMP

)UNTRY STYLE FISH DINNEF

News writer

Brenda Aheam/Progress
Morgan Wills, a freshman from Clark County, and Veronica Johnson, a theater arts freshman from Floyd
County, were among the students who participated in RHA's annual "Sleepout for the Homeless."

Annual RHA Sleepout raises
canned food, awareness
BY DEN* TACKETT

Assistant news editor
Nearly 75 students spent the
night of Sept. 25 at Eastern's track
for the fifth annual Sleepout for the
Homeless, sponsored by the
Residence Hall Association.
The all-night event is held to raise
awareness of the homeless situation.
"We actually stayed up all night,
and that was a success in itself,"
said Stephanie Carrell, programs
chair for RHA.
The cost to attend the event was
$2 or two canned goods. Four
boxes full of 200 canned goods
were brought in, which will be

donated to the Salvation Army.
RHA also raised $38. which will be
given to United Way.
At the event, students played
music and games and also competed
in a Best Cardboard House contest
Members of Kappa Alpha fraternity won the contest with their
cardboard box fortress. They
received a free Colonel's Choice
pizza for their victory.
Everyone received free T-shirts
for participating in the Sleepout.
"I think it went really well,"
Gwynn said. "We had a lot of fun
and got the point across about
what homeless people do."

Upcoming events
■ RHA will host "Scream in the
Ravine" at 8:30 p.m. Oct. 19.
The first-time event will be
free of charge and the movie
"Scream" will be shown.
■ The RHA annual Bridal
Show has been scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Jan. 25 in
Gifford Theatre. Graham
said this should be special
because it is the 20th annual Bridal Show.

AD: Four candidates set to visit campus
From the front
Vice would not say how many
internal candidates applied.
Baugh is stepping down as AD
because new Eastern president
Robert Kustra wanted to have a
full-time athletics director. Baugh
had been pulling double duty as
dean of the college of health,
physical education and recreation
and AD since 1992.
During their visits, the four
candidates will have an open
reception on their first day. They
will also make a presentation to
tfie intercollegiate athletics staff.
After all four candidates visit.

the committee will meet and
make a recommendation to
Kustra.
Two of the four candidates.
Brown and Billon, received some
education from Eastern.
Brown received his bachlor's
degree in 1975 from Eastern. He
has been at Ball State for eight
years. He has previously served
as the Director of ticket operations at North Carolina.
Cavello has been at Kansas
State for three years, where he is
responsible for developing and
overseeing all financial and business operations for the department. He has been the Athletics

Business Manager at the U.S. Air
Force Academy for three years.
Dillon received his master's in
athletic administration from
Eastern.
He has been the AD at Alaska
for five years. Previously he was
the athletics director at the
University of North Carolina at
Ashville for three years. He also
served as the assistant commissioner of the Colonial Athletic
Association for two years. He was
an assistant athletics director at
St. Mary's College in Notre
Dame, Ind., from 1981-85.
More information about Long
was not available at deadline.

Police sirens woke residents of
Todd Hall Tuesday night as officers searched the area for suspects
wearing black ski masks.
At approximately 10:30 p.m.
Eastern's division of public safety
received a phone call alerting them
to a possible armed robbery.
The alleged offense happened
on the 7th floor of Todd Hall in
room 714.
According to public safety's case
report, Jonathan Cox, the occupant
of room 714, reported that two men
forced their way into his room with
a gun that matched the description
of a .22 caliber handgun.
Cox alleges in the report that he
was told to get against the wall and
give the suspects all of his money.
After Cox gave them his money
he, and another student in the
room, Melinda Alcorn, were told to
get on the floor.
Allegedly, while they were on
the floor, the suspects ransacked
Cox's closet looking for other
items of value.
Cox and Alcorn state in the case
report that they were told to stay on
the floor or else they would be shot
Director of public safety Tom
Lindquist said that the two males
were not apprehended, but that
officers are still on the case.
Because the investigation is
ongoing, he could make no further
comment
The victims were able to give a
description of the suspects.
The description in public safety's case report said that the suspects in question are two males,
one white and one black.
The white suspect is described
as 6 feet (all and was last seen wearing white gloves and blue jeans. He
has a slim build and acne scars on
his face, according to the report
The black suspect is described
as 5 feet 7 inches tall and was last
seen wearing a reddish-orange tshirt with blue jeans. He has a slim
build, according to the report
Public safety's case report also
notes that the alleged suspects were
seen not only on the 7th floor of
Todd Hall, but also on the 6th floor.
The case report stated the victims said the two may have been
on some type of drug because of
the nervous way they acted.
Last semester two men broke
into an 11th floor Todd Hall room
and assaulted the occupant, stealing $8, two bottles of cologne and
one diamond earring. The two men
are now charged with burglary and
robbery. There is no evidence that
the two crimes are related.
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"Helping you help yourselF to better health"
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bag samples and everyday
discounts
• Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.,
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• Friendly, knowledgable staff
• Serving Madison County

since 1972
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"The Biggest Little Bar in Richmond"
TUESDAY: Spin the Wheel
WEDNESDAY: Progressive 500 Jim Beam
THURSDAY: $1 Kamikaze
FRIDAY: Amaretto Sour $1.50
SATURDAY: Slow Gin Fizz $1.50

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
$1.50 Miller Lite Everyday
750 Draft Everyday
$2.50 Pitchers 'til 9 p.m.
$2 Pizza Buffet Daily

10 3198
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(behind courthouse)
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PC Systems
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•Founded in 1984, our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive
•Local technical support 'Fast reliable honest service •Excellent reputation for expert advice
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loancr
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems ($60/hr. value)
•Our computers use standard non-proprietary parts
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Civil suits filed against local bars
BY PEN* TACKETT

Assistant news editor

The future of two local afterhours bars are in question.
Richmond City Commission
filed civil suits against Cherry Pit
Inc. and The Eclipse Sept. 16 for
violating the city development
ordinance.
The suits were brought about
by a Sept 15 vote to authorize the
two civil proceedings.
M.M. Robinson III and Jean
Embry Robinson, owners of Cherry
I'it Inc., and Dwayne Clift, Nathan
Ciambrel and Richard Scott Adkins,
owners of The Eclipse, were served
with a notice that they were in violation to the ordinance on or about
Sept 20, but have yet to shut down
or respond, said Jean Chenaulth)gue, Richmond city attorney.
After-hours
The parties have 20 days after
they have been served to respond.
I,ogue said, which would be about
the second week in October.
The ordinance, which was

passed in 1993, states that all
after-hours establishments must
be located in a heavy industrial district (1-2).
Both the establishments are
operating in the central business
district (B-2), which puts them in
direct violation, Logue said.
Jimmy Dale Williams, Cherry
Pit Inc.'s attorney, disagrees with
the ordinance.
"I don't know of any such thing
as an after-hours establishment,"
Williams said. "I think it is a figment of the City Commission's
imagination. I have no clue what
they mean by after-hours unless
they are talking about Waffle
House, Shoney's or Kroger."
Williams also said he doesn't
know how the City Commission
defines an after-hours establishment.
"Are they going to say that it's
anything that stays open after 1
a.m. then say "I think we'll change
that,' and make it anything after 4
a.m. on the second Thursday of
every month?" Williams said.

The owners of The Eclipse
were not available for comment.

Why now?

The suits, which came five years
after the ordinance was passed, are
a result of The Eclipse becoming an
after-hours bar, Logue said.
The city has had disputes with
Cherry Pit for several years, and
when The Eclipse opened as an
after-hours establishment in
August they decided to go ahead
and do something about it" Logue
said. They didn't want more of
them to open."
Logue said the owners will probably
not
be
fined.
"We are asking for a permanent
injunction for them not to be able to
operate as an after-hours establishment," Logue said. "It is the city's
goal to stop the activity," she said.
Williams said he plans to fight
the suit until the end.
"I plan to fight it with every
breath in my body," he said. "I
intend to uphold the American way,
and my clients intend to uphold the

American way just like Superman.
"We welcome the opportunity
to wrap ourselves in the flag, and
well carry a Bible to court when
we come, Williams said.
Breaking the law
The city development ordinance is not the only law the bars
are breaking, Logue said.
The Kentucky State Legislature
passed a law effective Jury 15 that
states it is illegal to trade, give
away or drink any malt beverages
on the premises of an after-hours
establishment, Logue said.
However, Williams disagrees
with that also.
"You will not find the term afterhours establishment in that law,"
Williams said. "It would be a new
wrinkle on my brow if it is a term."
Logue said she spoke with the
owner of The Eclipse who said he
doesn't have alcohol in his establishment but he would not comment on
the development ordinance.
"He must be having a pretty
good business," Logue said.
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All Claims Welcome
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Suit: Trial set for March 15,1999 in discrimination case
From the front
about her research on male
prison rape.

Eastern's claims
According to court documents detailing the university's
case, Eigenberg failed to show
loyalty to the department of corrections in the college of law
enforcement
The university also claims in
court
documents
that
Eigenberg's IDEA evaluations
were low, and her teaching was
so substandard that she was not
recommended for reappointment
IDEA evaluations are the
forms that students fill out at the
end of the semester to "grade"
their professors.
Eigenberg's attorney, Susan
Sears, said that the evaluations
aren't that simple.
"Helen was terminated based
on standards to evaluate teaching effectiveness that weren't
the same for males who were
up for reappointment," Sears
said.

She has experience as a chair,
Gender discrimination
discussed in deposition she had some — was in the
In depositions taken from Larry process of getting some fairly
Gaines, a retired professor of police strong publications and may
studies, he says that Eigenberg's have had some, I'm not sure;
claims about the department and Kevin ... had no experience,"
curriculum changes may have been Gaines said in deposition.
Gaines' retirement from the colfounded.
lege of law
"At Eastern,
enforcement was
you're pretty " I am anxious to
effective on June
much isolated.
30, 1998. He is
The building's
see what
now the chair of
away from the
the department
happens since
main campus,
of criminal jusand so a lot of
Eastern has a
tice at California
the interaction's
State in San
right
there
new
president
Bernardino.
within the colThough
lege itself. And
onboard.
Eigenberg
so over time,
Helen Eigenberg claims that Ricks
that really has
recruited her
been a detriheavily with the
ment, I think, to
promise that she
the development," Gaines said in deposition. would be the chair of the departEigenberg's gender discrimi- ment when Snarr retired, Charles
nation claim was also discussed Fields was hired for the position.
in Gaines's deposition.
Eigenberg put in her applica"If you lay Kevin's (Minor) tion for the department chair
resume down and Helen's and was appointed to the "short
resume down side by side, you list" on Nov. 6.1996.
know, they were — there was no
The "short list" was the
question that she was superior. department's final list of appli-
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cants for the position of chair.
The list included only three people: Eigenberg, Kevin Minor and
outside applicant, Charles Fields.
Five days after she was put on
the list for the chair, Eigenberg
received notification of her termination.
Gaines said in his deposition
that the department was forced
to hire Fields because they didn't want Eigenberg, and Minor
wasn't strong enough for the job.
"It was a screwy mess,"
Gaines said.
For now, everyone involved is
waiting, though a trial date has
been set for March 15. 1999.
"We feel we can rely on the
record to speak for the case,"
Sears said.
Eigenberg is now working as
the director of the school of
social and community services at
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga.
"I am anxious to see what happens since Eastern has a new president on board," Eigenberg said.
"He seems much more handson than the last (president) and
more attentive to the affirmative
action policy and procedures."

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881
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Tonight is
Thirsty
Thursday

$2 pitchers til 9 p.m.
S425 Long Island Ice Tea
Wednesday Ladies night
$1 cover
Open for lunch daily
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER
5:30 p.m.- 8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
with 1/2 price
appetizers
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Meeting: Students voice concerns, questions to Kustra

Kelly's Fruit Market

rising, but the available
scholarship money decreased
this year. How can that be
fixed to attract more international students?
A; I am committed to increasing
international students
at
Eastern. It is our job to make a
family for you here. We can sit
down together to look at that
because your question certainly
makes sense.

From the front
with undergraduate college
experience that is worth keeping," Kustra said.
He is also concerned with the
Web access that Eastern provides its students.
Kustra was particularly upset
that last weekend when the
Internet server crashed, the
computer center was not available, and didn't even have hours
posted for Saturdays.
"We cannot serve students
this way," Kustra said.

Q: I heard a technology fee
is being proposed, what do
you think about it?
A: That is up to the students
If you missed the meeting, because I'm not the one who
here are some of the con- has to pay it.
It depends on
cerns
that
how you value
were voiced to
role that
Kustra:
« This (parking) is the
technology will
play in your
Q: How can
the most
lives.
you
expect
frustrating
I do know
people to stay
that
only so
here
when
issue that I
much
can
things that we
need aren't
have seen in my come from
budget
and
working?
three months
once that is
A: We need to
out, it has to
convince staff,
here.
from
faculty
and
Robert Kustra, come
somewhere
administration
Eastern president else.
that we must be
I can say that
student cenif a fee is
tered in every
passed it will
thing we do.
My least favorite saying is be used exclusively for technol"we've always done it that way." I ogy, every dime.
hate to hear that especially when
There is talk now of the fee
it doesn't make sense.
being covered by financial assistance for some students. If this
Q: Would you consider a 24- proposal is implemented it will
hour library facility?
be as soon as possible.
A: We would need to consider
Students may start seeing
first the impact on budget.
the fee's affects as soon as
We would also have to sit January.
down with the library administrators and discuss funding Q: How is the search for a
implications and people implica- full-time athletic director
going and what do you think
tions.
Also, does that make sense — about bringing new and
how many people would use it, unique sports to Eastern,
such as mountain biking?
do it on a trial basis.
A: I agree that introducing new
Q: Why can't Brockton have sports to Eastern, although
24-hour open house, espe- they may not be the type of
cially since you have to walk spectator sports that will bring
across campus to check peo- revenue to the university, would
attract good people and
ple in?
A: I would have to check into increase our "reputational curthe exact policy to determine rency."
That is one reason why there
what we could do to solve that
problem, but it certainly is a committee searching for a
deserves looking into.
full-time athletic director, so
that he/she can work on issues
Q: International costs are such as bringing more students

9)

Finest Sandwiches in Richmond

Don Knight/Progress

Josh Dugan, a junior sociology major from Louisville, asked
President Robert Kustra about the low pay. understaffing and high
turnover of Resident Assistants and Student Assistants. Kustra
answered students' questions during a town meeting Tuesday in the
Fountain Food Court Grill. Kustra's installation as Eastern's ninth
president will take place tomorrow.
and faculty out to events that
will help to support the spectator sports so that Eastern can
pay for the "unique" sports.
Q: Have you thought about
making Eastern a wet campus?
A: That subject is fraught with
strong points of view from both
ways. I have not given strong
thought to that, but I don't
think that the campus needs to
be wet to pull students to
events. Really, I care not to go
there.
Q: Greek housing is always
brought up and usually
pushed under the carpet,
what do you think?
A: Northern Arizona University
has a system with suite living
in their dorms, where the fraternities and sororities can
actually plan the layout and
design of the suites to fit their
chapters.
I'm not opposed to actual
houses, but that brings up a lot
of recent liability issues where,
for example, drinking is concerned.
Right now I would rather
work with different members of
fraternities and sororities to discuss a living arrangement comparable to Northern Arizona's.

NEW & USED
COMPACT DISCS
T-SHIRTS & GIFTS
204 e. water street
downtown richmond
(you're smart enough to find us)

624-8962
bficause your ears get hungry too!!!
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MORE THAN ONJE-THIRD OFEKU STUDENTS REPORTED
ABSTAINING FROM ALCOHOL

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK '98
Monday
4 p.m.
October 5

Tuesday
October 6

Terry Moser @ Jr. IFC and Panhellenic, Herndon
Lounge, Powell Building

4:30 p.m.

College Students and Binge Drinking @ IFC and
Panhellenic, Ferrell Room, Combs Building

7 pm.

"The Socially Acceptable Drug" Terry Moser @
Brock Auditorium...Free Door Prizes!

. OF THOSE WHO DRINK, TftK MAJORITY CONSUME THREE
OR FEWER DRINKS «N MOST OCCASIONS

Wed.
October 7

7 p.m.

9 p.m.

o/»-

Virtual Party @ Browsing
Lounge, Powell Building.
Free Door Prizes!

■? BACCHUS INFORMATIONAL MEETING,

JAGGERS ROOM, POWELL BLDG. A student
organization committed to the education, training,
and support for peer prevention programming on
college campuses. Anyone interested in learning
more about this organization is welcome to attend.

Thursday
October 8

Noon

ANOTHER PARTY! VIRTUAL
PARTY @ BROWSING
LOUNGE, POWELL BLDG. WITH
«&' MORE DOOR PRIZES!

3 OUT OF 4 EKB
ECTJSTUDENTS DO NOT RELIEVE THAT
"A PERSON WHO HAS NEVER BEEN DRUNK IS
MISSING A GOOD THING"
GET REAL! is sponsored by the EKU Substance Abuse Committee • Cal Mchale Rice 0 1303 tor more information

i,

'< Chicken Salad
'< Ham
,\ Veggie Sandwiches
'< Garden Salad
'< Pasta Salad
ft Fresh Fruit Salad

I

Q: Right now our identification numbers are our Social
Security numbers.
Social Security numbers
have been eliminated from
drivers licenses because it is
illegal to list the numbers on
them, what does Eastern
plan to do?
A: That is currently being
worked on, and we will keep you
posted.
Q: Parking is a major problem, what can be done about
it?
A: This is the most frustrating
issue that I have seen in my
three months here, but there are
some concerns.
First. Eastern is a compact
campus.
Second, parking at night is a
safety matter and some solutions
such as high rise towers and
underground tunnels from the
Lancaster lot would be very hard
to secure.
We need to do a better job
with busing, lighting and access
across busy thoroughfares.
One solution is a cross over
Lancaster, but that is very expensive and the placement of it in
the parking lot would make it
less impractical for students to
use.

624-2873

466 Eastern Bypctss

^feoSAjACKS
624-1540
I
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Center
Carnage Gate Shopping Cen
837 Eastern Bypass, Near K- mart
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BUY ANY SIZE COKE
and
ANY SIZE GRINDER

!

GET THE SAME SIZE

[

FREE!

! PIZZA

,

GRINDER!

A GRINDER is a sub sandwich
made on our fresh bread,
baked in our special oven

BOYIE COINf¥, KENWCKT
21,178 Ac.
3 Bedroom House

AICflON

6 Tracts
Barns

MttRDM. •CIOBER 3rd, IMS ■•:«« *.N.
LOCATION:.|((2 Kemper l.n . Danville, Kv Take llwv 34-E past the Country Club turn south on
1805 Goggin Ln. continue 1 mile - Tracts #1, 2. 3, 4, & 5 are located on the left. Continue on to
Kemper Lane, turn left to Tract #6. Signs Posted!
RKASON FOR SAI.K: The sellers have purchased another DOOM and have commissioned Kv
Auctioneers. Inc. to sell at public auction their home and 21.178 acres.
g^
~~| A two story frame house with 3 bedrooms. L.R.. family room with
&A
f ^fl
JHfepL
fireplace, dining room, 2 1/2 baths. 2 car attached garage is located
^^^
K
on Tract #6 - which contains 3.910 acres. There is also a 4 stall barn
f
fl
By w tack room Boundary & cross fenced with plank fencing.
V—.
~-*^J
Tract #1; 2.276 acres w/40 ft. frontage on Goggin Lane. A great
1 building site. Property is completely plank fenced.
__^MB^^^^jd^ ^A Tract ff 2; 3.434 acres w/small barn. ID ft. frontage on Goggin Lane.
tjB
I The long drive leading to this lot makes an ideal lot to build an
IJI^P^^P*^! Kstate home.
LggpjBP^
Tract P 3; 4.051 acres w/134 ft., frontage on Goggin Lane 24x36'
run in shed.
Tract 0 4;4.IPX) acres w/367 ft. frontage on Goggin Lane.
Tract P ?; 3.406 acres w/long lane leading back to the
tract providing lots of privacy.
TRACTS *l-*5; have city water and natural gas available. The land has numerous shade trees and lays level
to gently rolling. This property being located in the East
end of Danville is an excellent opportunity for developers
- or someone looking for an estate lot.
PERSONAL f ROPERIYlTorral Equipment. Powder
River Sweep tub (solid). 30' Scofield Crowd Alley. John
Deere 4 row corn planter. Pack Silo unloader. Feed wagon.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: i5»„ nown ,i.lv „f saje wltn balance dm within thirty days All prop
erty being sold "As is. Where is" with no warranties expressed or implied by either the seller or Ky
Auctioneers or its agents.
POSSESSION;Thirty days after closing. TAXES; 1998 Pro-rated.
NOTE; This home was built before 1978 and all perspective buyers have ten days prior to sale for
inspection of lead based paint and must sign a waiver day of sale. All announcements made day of
sale take precedence over any and all advertisements.
A 7% buyers premium will be added to all bids to determine final sales price.
NOTE; A 6% sales tax will be added to all taxable items.
ALU riONr.KR'S NO I h: Attention Developers, Investors and Farmer;- The Courier Journal and
other publications have noted the Danville Area as One of Ky's fastest growing Industrial Magnets.
This property would be ideal for development or estate lots. It has good boundary and cross plank
fencing. Place October 3rd on your calendar and attend this great opportunity to bid and buy your
favorite lot or home. We look forward to seeing you there.
For More Information Contact:

KY AUCTIONEERS, INC
KY
Auctioneers,
Jne^_^^

mzunnowN. m
Tim Aulbach, Principal Auctioneer,

(502) 7654570
Billy Hudson, Broker, (502) 833-4439
1-800-887-8502
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► Inside Sports

► Upcoming
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Stressed out with
midterms looming?
Fmd out how to relieve
stress and breeze
through the rest
of the semester.
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tfacUn Fm. editor

Asel out for season
after knee injury in
Colonels' 28-24
defeat over
Middle. /B6
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Love her or hate her, people are rarely
indifferent about TVs neurotic lawyer

ALL O
THAT i
Ally's the most
inventive, daring
hour on television

Gwenda Bond
flees work
every Monday
night to go
home and tape
Ally McBeal

Pardon me for talking
behind Ally's back,
but I can't stand her
am about to admit the abominable
— I don't like Ally McBeal.
True, I have only watched
one show the whole way through,
but I found it so incredible that I
really couldn't stand to watch it anymore than that one time.
My ire toward Ally is not based
solely on the fact that the show is
completely unrealistic. If it were, I
wouldn't be watching any TV.
Ally is embarrassing and degrading for women to watch. Here is a
woman who is supposed to be
smart (she passed the bar right?),
but stands up in court to say "One,
two, buckle my shoe!" because she is
angry with the other lawyer. •
This week's show focused around
two major issues. First a woman who
is suing over breast implants she
bought her sister and second, a priest
who broke off a relationship with the
choir director. While these two extremely important cases were going on. Ally
learned that Billy broke off their relationship to move to Michigan and be with
Georgia. Heartbreaking, isn't it?

Tiht' Penguin. Smile
Therapy. The Potato
Chip Incident The
Dancing Baby. Theme
Songs. The Ick. The
Face Bra. The Unisex. The Wattle
Gam'i Reno's, no less). The
Mirror, Mirror Complex.
If you don't have the faintest
what these things have in common — or even what they are —
then you're missing out on "Airy
McBeal," genus cultural phenomenon. I'm not ashamed to admit that
I flee work every Monday to switch
on my VCR.
The reason "Ally" rocks is
because it is consistently the most
inventive, daring hour on television. It
goes places other shows won't go. It
allows frank dialogue on the finer points
of sex —which we don't hate — and on
all the other superficial and not-so-super
fkia] issues people face, including
being neurotic. And it
does this tongue-incheek, laugh-outloud funny or heartwrenching, soulsqueezing poignant
The dumpster image
when Ally's about to get
dumped, the tongues of
the women on the show
hanging out to denote lust the
ubiquitous Dancing Baby, getting to
hear someone's internal soundtrack — these are all unparalleled
imaginative uses of TV. This is not just your standard shlock, this is
something altogether new — and how often do you see that on TV?
This can all be credited to the creator — who writes every episode
of the show longhand on legal pads — David E. Kelley, of "Picket
Fences" and The Practice" fame. A former lawyer himself, Kelley is'
arguably the finest writer working for the small screen today. He has
a way of shocking you with his writing at the same time he makes
you listen to what he's got to say that is nearly unequaled. Add to that
his ability to seem topical, relevant and always hilarious, and you've
got genius. In these times, the ability to be consistent is revolutionary.
To those who say his characters are annoying Maybe they are,
but aren't many people? And did you ever see "Seinfeld*?

Get over It!
All of Ally's energy is focused on this lost
love with Biuy. but how long ago was this?
Isn't it time for her to move on maybe?
During the entire show she frowned, was
snippy, whiny and indecisive. Gust what I've
always aspired to be.) Maybe if she spent less time
being bitchy and more time actually being smart
she could get a guy.
The show did have its romance though. I mean
really, if my significant other had to inspect the breasts of
two women I would be thrilled. That's logical, right? But you
could always tell when a romantic part was coming because
of the background music that would start to play, like when
the head guy asked out Ling, the boob buyer.
When it comes to arguing. Ally acts like a little kid, with
about the same mentality. I am surprised that she is a lawyer
on the show. You would think that she would be able to hold
her own during a conversation instead of flaring her nose
and looking completely flustered.

AHy'stfot

To those who say ADy is unrealistic because of her short skirts:
It's a sight gag. This chick's got some serious issues. It's a way to dramatize that — and she's always getting crap for it from other characters. No one is pretending it's the "way you should dress for success."
She raises her hemlines when she's depressed and has made the
statement that "If things don't improve I'm going to get arrested."
To those who say ADy does a disservice to independent women by
searching for a man and being obsessively terrified of growing old
alone: Oh yeah, I don't know any professional women who seemingly
have it all, are single and still really, really, want to get married. Grow
up. If s a reality. You dont have to live that way, but some people do.
And wouldn't you rather see someone who's not perfectly happy on TV
for a change?
To those who put serious thought into whether the unisex bathroom
will become a fixture in real life because of the show: Think about it
Doesn't every American household already have a unisex bathroom?
But if you don't like the show, don't take any of this personally. I'm
just being snappish. Besides, ifs your loss. Bygones.

making a

DIFFERENCE
RTTA MACWH FOX

Accent'editor

This I* the fourth article In the
Making a Difference aerlea, providing
readers with Information on volunteer opportunities In the area. Next
week, we'll feature Home Meals
Delivery.
If you want to share your volunteering experiences, please call Rita
Fox at 622-1881.

Andrea
DeCamp
prefers Helen
Hunt in "Mad
About You."

?Not!
Who is dressing Ally? People do not dress like that at
work. It really bothers me because you can't even really take
her seriously. When I am out of school, will people expect
me to dress with obscenely short skirts and tight outfits
just because that is the only way that TV can portray a
"working woman"? It almost implies that the only reason
she has a job is because her legs qualified her.
Ally is not the only person on the show who is annoying.
The curlyhaired nosy secretary, weasel Billy, pushy Nell,
wimpy other guy. The only one I didn't want to inflict bodily
harm on was Georgia and that's only because she can stand
up for herself.
You can all pick your favorite TV shows. But I thank my
lucky stars that no one in my family relies on Ally McBeal
for their weekly dose of fantasy land.

Kids looking for champion volunteers
Since 1997, Be a Children's
Champion has been promoting
awareness of children's issues and
hosting events for the children of
Madison County. A campaign postcard
reads: "When you help a child today,
you write the history of tomorrow."
The, children's champion campaign
needs volunteers for several October
events, including the parade for
Eastern's Oct 17 Homecoming.
"We are looking for a group that
would be interested in decorating a
truck, float or perhaps walk with a banner and balloons," said Jennifer Burton,

Eastern cooperative education program
assistant Burton is a senior majoring in
public relations at Eastern.
Volunteers would need to call soon
to get be ready in time for the
Homecoming parade.
On Oct. 23, volunteers can help distribute balloons, play games with children or hand out children's campaign
literature at the Kingston Elementary
School's fall festival.
The following day, six more volunteers are needed at the Red Ribbon
Basketball Shootout for Madison
County schoolchildren.

Another opportunity to help is the
Halloween party. Pre-party volunteers
are needed Oct. 28 and 29. Then, from
4:30 to 7:30 p.m. Oct. 31. volunteers can
help make the Be a Children's
Champion/Big I ."is Halloween Cruise
the best party Richmond has seen.
Opportunities aren't limited to organized events. Volunteers can make a difference in a child's life by:
■ spending time with a child
beyond your own family
■ helping clean up a playground
■ writing a letter to the editor in
support of children

■ adopting a children's school
■ supporting children's programs
and activities
■ urging others to become children's champions
■ speaking out for preventive health
care for children
■ supporting legislation for
improved child protection
■ speaking to a business group in
support of children.
To help, contact Kentucky River
Foothills Head Start 501 South
Keeneland Drive. Richmond. KY 40475,
or call 623-7233.

► Movies
l mversih
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TODAY

PROGRESS

■ INSTALLATION
Leadership in the Public Sector
4:30 p.m., Grise Room, Combs
■ SHOW
"Frontiers: New Horizons and
Space," 7:30 p.m., Hummel

Topic: Islam in Morocco, 7:30
p.m., Adams Room, Wallace

SATURDAY
■ VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. Eastern Illinois
Noon, Charleston. III.
■ ROADRACE
Starlight Mile Roadrace"
6 p.m. registration, 8 p.m. race
Lake Reba
■ EKU THEATRE
"The Pirates of Penzance"
8 p.m., Brock Auditorium

What Dreams May Coma (PO-13) 1:40,

430. 70S. 0:40
A Night At Tha Roibur (PO-13) 1:1S.
320. S2S. 7:40, 9 50

On. ThM Thlno (R) 135. 7:10
Rush Hour (PO-13) 1. 3:10. 520. 7:30.
0:45
Saving Prhrah) Ryan (R) 1. 4:45. 8:30
Blaoa(R)4 35, 10
Ronln (R) 125. 4:50.725, 10 05
Urban Logand (R)105. 3 15.525.7:35.

055
Thasa mo.» ttuwa «M bagln on FrMar
10O2. BoBorflo»opan»BJ4:1»p^i. onFrl.
1(UB2 and Mon.-Thura. 10IOS-1IUM. Op»n Bl
day Saturday 4 Sunday 1MH-1W.

Night
Football
Specials

Gifford Theatre^ Campbell Building

Cost
$3 students; $5 adults. Call 622-2924 for reservations.

8 p.m. - Midnight

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

■ OPEN HOUSE
St. Mark Catholic Church
2 p.m.. Brief prayer service

■ READINGS
Readings of Creative Writings
3:30 p.m., Walnut Hall

■ WORSHIP

■ FORUM
Middle East Peace Process
Joe Roitman, speaking
3:30 p.m.
Combs 116

■ FORUM
Question and Answer forum with
facility services
9 p.m., Burnam Lower Lobby,
Quad Area Staff

Mass, noon

■ MEETING
German Lunch Table
11:45 a.m., Powell Cafeteria

AnS (PQ) 105. 3. 5.7. 9

Monday

7:30 p.m. tonight

■ INSTALLATION
Presidential Installation
3 p.m.. Ravine amphitheater

7 p.m.. Cape Girardeau

<7:I5 HI

Where

FRIDAY

■ VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. Southeast Missouri

mry

When

■ LIBRARY TOURS
Freshmen Orientation Tours
11:45 a.m.

■ EKU THEATRE
"The Pirates of Penzance"
8 p.m.. Brock Auditorium

AMERON DIAZ[
lere's something aboi

"Teddy's Piece," a play written by Rema Keen and Kate
Larken, is tonight. The one-woman show is based on the stories
and journals of Lillian Estelle Teddy" McCoy Wright Triplett and
combines narrative and music to tell the story of this
Appalachian woman.

■ MEETING
The Philosophy Club

Installation reception
5 p.m.. Keen Johnson

BRUCE
WI LLI

6JM21S

Catholic Newman Center
Sunday Supper, 6 p.m.
Catholic Newman Center

MONDAY
■ ART EXHIBITION
Peggy Steinway and John Rolfing,
Ceramics, Beth Edwards,
Painting, 7 p.m., through the
27th, Giles Gallery
■ MEETING
Society
for
Professional
Journalists, "Looking Beyond the
Words," Herald-Leader photographer Mark Cornelison, 4 p.m.,
Donovan /vnnex 122

■ SPEAKERS
"Sex, Lies and Videotape"
4:30 p.m. Professor Paul
Blanchard and others will be
speaking on the current Clinton
scandals
■ SPEAKERS
Alcohol Awareness Week speaker
7 p.m.
Brock Auditorium

■ VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs.Morehead State
University
7 p.m., Morehead

Madison
*

WJFRE YOUR MUSIC MATTERS
Foreign

I

1

i

WANTED:
2 DIETING MEN

UPCOMING
■ OKTOBERFEST
German Oktoberfest
sponsored by the
Language department
3 p.m.
Case Annex Lounge

■

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

■ LIBRARY TOURS
Freshmen Orientation Tours
3:30 p.m.

■ HOLIDAY
Columbus Day
Monday, Oct. 12
No Classes

G

recordsmith
cnxnco EKU BYPASS ACROSS

btU&U&B FRO* PIZZA HUT

PThe Eastern

Would you be
interested in starting
and sharing your
weight loss
experience with
Progress readers?

Join Rita Fox and
another dieting
female as we track
our progress over
the next six weeks.
YVrhe Eastern

fogresj Progress

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

117 Donovan Annex
622-1881

TOP FLOOR where the

Best Minds
on Campus
Eat and

Catering^
EASTERN CATERING IS BACK ON THE FIELD
WITH THE COLONELS!!!

Powell Cafeteria

Meet!

I rtil this ceejpen n far aa adittteaai

JUST A MOUTHWATERING SAMPLE :
CHICKEN DRUMMETTES. CHEESE TRAYS. HAM & BISCUITS AND DELI TRAYS WILL BE A KICKOFF TO YOUR
TAILGATING NEEDS!!!!!!!

$1.00 Off Any Full Meal Deal
Q 11-5-91 thnM9~9~9l

•I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PICKUP OR DELIVERY IS AVAILABLE. JUST CONTACT
THE OFFICE AND LET US CATER YOU NEEDS AT 2512.

Need Money?
Have your Mom and Dad put it on the...
Office located on
the bottom floor

^^^

Call 2179 for
more informa-

of the Powell
CatoruJ
Building, room Qn^Cn/U^ "®H"
16.
Use it at all Fountain Food Court, Martin
Dining Hall, Quackers on the Pond,
Powell's Top Floor Dining Hall and the
Bookstore!
^^iMMMIIMMIII

Now, at the Fountain Food Court: Monday
Night Football. Every Monday night, starting at 8 p.m., the Fountain Food Court will
present the football game on the big screen
television, and provide free popcorn. So
come on down to the Fountain Food Court,
where the excitement

■■H

Angie Mullikin. editor
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The Pirates of Penzance sail into Eastern
BY ANOE MULUKM

Arts editor

The Pirates of Penzance" is a
comical operetta, directed by
Homer Tracy, about a pirate
apprentice named Frederic who
is released of his duty on his 21
birthday.
The mostly student-performed
operetta is very entertaining and
enjoyable. The characters of
Frederic and Mabel, a love interest to Frederic, are played beautifully by two faculty members.
Frederic is played by Michael
Mallard, a visiting instructor in
the music department Mabel is
played by Joyce Wolf, also visiting faculty in the music department.
Both faculty members had
good voices, but they looked
older than the characters" ages of
21. The age discrepancy made
the play less believable. But the
obvious question is why would
two faculty members get the lead
roles in a student performance?
The live music is provided by
The Eastern Symphony
Orchestra with Mark Chambers
conducting. The orchestra is
comprised mostly of students,
although some faculty members
are included. The orchestra
accents the operetta with beautiful music and a great amount of
skill.
The operetta begins on a
rocky seashore with Frederic's
release from the apprenticeship.
Ruth, Frederic's 47-year-old
nursemaid, begs him to take her
with him when he leaves. She

tells him she is beautiful and
Frederic doesn't know the difference because he has never seen
young, beautiful maidens before.
While Frederic and Ruth are
talking, the voices of young maidens, who comprise part of the
chorus, can be heard in the distance. When Frederic sees them
he realizes he has been deceived.
The girls come to wade and
see Frederic. They are all scared
because he tells him he is a
pirate. He wants one of the girls
to marry him so he can reform.
None want to marry him except
for Mabel.
Scene two begins in a ruined
chapel by moonlight on the
estate of Major-General Stanley,
Mabel's father. The Major
General is played by Stephen
Carney. Carney played the part
well.
The Pirate King, played by
John Drago, tells Frederic he was
born on a leap year and he has
only served five years. In his contract with the pirates he is to
serve until his 21st birthday.
Frederic is loyal and decides to
serve his duty, promising Mabel
he will return in 1940 if he survives. The rest of the plot is left
open for you to see how the
operetta ends.
The operetta would be a nice
change for a date on Friday or
Saturday night. It might just be
your first operetta you've ever
seen. Try it, you'll like it.
The Pirates of Penzance" will
be performed at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday in Brock auditorium .

Photos by Don Knight/Progress
(left) Michael Ballard plays the part of Frederic, the pirate apprentice.
His co-star is visiting faculty Joyce Wolf, who plays the part of Mabel,
Frederic's love interest.
(top) Stephen Carney plays the part of the Major-General Stanley.
(bottom) Candy Flynn plays the part of Ruth, Frederic's nursemaid, is
shown with The Pirate King, played by John Drago.

Courtney Love now kinder, gentler
BY PAUC FLETCHER

Arts writer

Courtney Love is a survivor.
Since 1994 her husband (Nirvana
frontman Kurt Cobain) has committed suicide. Hole bassist
Kristen Pfaff suffered a fatal overdose and Love has had to deal
with some "intense personal
habits" of her own. In addition to
this adversity Love also became a
mother.
Perhaps this is why it has
taken Love and her band Hole
over four years to put together an
album of new material.
There have also been a couple
of career sidetracks for Love —
she appeared in the movie The
People Vs. Larry Fh/nt" and modeled in Richard Avedon ads for
Versace.
While going through all of
this. Love has managed to put
together an excellent (and long
awaited) recording of new materi-

wallpaper. Love, who wrote all 12
al, her first since the 1994 album
"Live Through This."
songs on the record, did not do a
On the title track of this latest
complete genre shift. Her lyrics
recording, entitled "Celebrity
can still cut to the bone, often
Skin" (named
addressing
after an old LA
death and suipunk band). Love
cide. Love is
sings "Oh make
still capable of
me over/I'm all I
rants and
want to be."
grunge
outCelebrity Skin"
bursts, as
definitely features
"Reasons To
a made-over Love.
Be Beautiful,"
The record is
"Playing Your
certainly lacking
Song," and the
in edge when
title track
compared to earlishow.
er Hole material.
"Skin" contains
Selling
Courtney Love and her band Hole
smooth, highlyout
is
a
sort of
have released their fourth CD.
produced poptheme
injected material
addressed by
with less screaming and more
Love
on
"Celebrity
Skin." Since
singing from Love. And Love is
doing the movie and modeling
up to the task.
thing, some critics have accused
But this is not just musical

Try Something New

TILLERMAN'S
201 Water Street
Phone: 626-1800
Fax: 625-0509
MTW: 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
ThFS: 10:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

DELI

Courtney of going from punk
priestess to Hollywood fashion
plate.
But Love appears to be getting
the best of her critics at the end
of the title track when she sings
"You want a piece of me/I'm not
selling cheap." In "Awful" she
sings "And they royalty rate all
the girls like you/And they sell it
out to the girls like you/To incorporate little girls."
But then toward the end of
"Awful" Love could be taking a
verbal jab at herself when she
sings "I was punk/now I'm just
stupid/I'm so awful."
Call it stupid, awful or a sellout, but add it to your collection.
Hole's infectious blend of pop and
punk is one of the best "sell-outs"
of the year.

Go Colonels

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
Is your cash flow giving you a scare?
We can wake you from the nightmare.

IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT

IN 2 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
In first weeK
in second week
$15 for first
$15 for third
donation
donation
$20 for second
$50 for fourth
donation
donation
Mste $35 for your first two donations.

Help save others. Paid in cash."
'
'
Sera-Tec Biologicals

Bring this Ad and Receive 500
off any Sandwich

Bl 4JJ
Limited Partnership
^"^^
292 S. Second St.
■s^B^^BJ Hours: MWF 9-4:30 TR 10-6

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Over lunch or dinner students and faculty have the
chance to be serenaded.
The music department is
featuring a series of four informal concerts in the Ravine
throughout the month of
October.
The Faculty Jazz Quartet
will perform jazz standards and
classical jazz music, including
deceased-jazz master Miles

Let your loved ones know you remembered their birthday by taking out a
FREE birthday classified advertisement. Call Sonja the Friday before the date you want.

Davis and other more modern
performers.
The first informal "Brown
Bag in the Park" concert will
be held at noon on Oct. 1.
The Brass Quintet will perform at noon on Oct. 8.
At 7 p.m. on Oct. 13, the
Faculty Jazz Quartet will perform again.
The Student Jazz Quintet
will play At 7 p.m on Oct. 20.
The performance will be "Big
Band" type concert

► Pop Culture

Top local CDs
of the week
1. Kiss, "Psycho-circus"
2. Goo Goo Dolls, "Dizzy Up
the Girl"
3. Rob Zombie, "Hellbilly
Deluxe"

Breakfast
Hot Biscuits &
Gravy
Lunch
Your favorite
Brazier Burgers,
Chicken sandwiches
& Hot Dogs
any way you like
'em!

4. Marilyn Manson,
"Mechanical Animals"
5. Outkast, "Aueqmini"
6. Hole, "Celebrity Skin"

Sourer: Rrcordsmilh

Dairii
Queen

WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes
& Delicious
TREATS

We Support the
Eastern Colonels!
Chp this coupon

Dairy
Queen

Save 50c on a
Banana Split/
Peanut Buster
Parfait

Good lor up 10 4 paraona par vtait Not vaNd wtth any other oflar.

Big Hill Avenue
624-0481

131 N. Keeneland Dr.
623-3625

Locally owned and operated

624-9815

Did you forget that special someone?
I.

Jazz concerts in ravine

117
117

ne Eastern
TVThe
^as16*11

?.s; Progress

Do
A
6
622-

al w www.progreHH.eku.fedu
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Karate instructors plan to teach
women about 'dark side of the force*

$5YourOFF;
Next
Payday Advance
Some restnctions

i
j

apply. $100 minimum j
transaction. One per |
visit with coupon onty. •
Expires 11/30/98

BY SHAWN HOPKINS

Staff writer

Eastern students Scott Marks
and John Howell want to teach
women the self-defense skills that
can help them survive an attack.
"I'd hate to have to walk
around this world and be scared
to death of half its population,"
said Scott Marks, a junior majoring in political science.
He and his friend John Howell,
an undeclared sophomore, want
to do something to increase a
woman's chance of surviving an
attack. Both have known women
who have been raped.
Marks and Howell, both of
Louisville, want to reduce fear by
offering a rape/self-defense
karate course this month.
Marks takes a more realistic
approach to teaching self-defense
than some other instructors do.
"You feel like most of the
industry that's teaching women
self-defense is letting the women
leave with a false sense of security," Marks said.
"How can someone say, 'Come
in and pay me $75 or $100 for an
hour and after it's over you're
never going to be raped again?"
Marks asked.
The training doesn't end after
the month-long course. Graduates can come back on the last
Saturday of every month for a
free refresher course.
"We're not teaching them
karate," Marks said. "Actually,
John and I joke that we're teaching them the dark side of the
force."
A karate student is supposed
to be level-headed and calm during the fight, Marks said. But a
self-defense student needs to take
the opposite mindset
"We want them to be able to
get enraged, like that," said
Marks, snapping his fingers.
They're going to need all of the
adrenaline in their body that they
can get when they're fighting a
200-pound man."
Because men can also be the
victims of rape or attack, the selfdefense course is not limited to
women.
Marks and Howell met while
tending bar in Louisville and
found they had things in common, including karate.

"Karate is a lifetime pursuit," said
Howell. Howell
has been studying
karate since he
was a child.
Howell credits
karate with helping him to overcome a nearly
crippling back
injury.
Karate also has
been a lifetime
pursuit for Marks,
but not without a
few stops along
the way. Marks
first enrolled in
karate classes at
about 8 years old.
Then his mom
came to a practice
and saw him get
punched, he said.
That ended karate
for a while.
Andrew Patterson/Progress
Marks returned
to martial arts
Scott Marks, left, and John Howell opened their Richmond dojo, or karate school, this
when he joined
summer. Registration for their self-defense course begins Oct. 3.
the U.S. Army in
ers from around the world that
cial, he said. If they pass the test,
1984. After working his way up to
made the cut that day.
they earn that color belt.
a brown belt, he was injured in a
"It was the highest honor of
"If you just want to chase
motorcycle accident. He broke
rank," Marks said, "go somemy life," Howell said. "I had been
his arm in more than 200 places.
where else." At Richmond's dojo,
bowing to his picture every day
"1 was told I would never have
for eight to nine years."
no student is advanced to the
more than 10-percent use of it,"
next belt until ready.
he said. "I'm convinced karate is
No rank amateurs
"It takes four or five years to
the reason it's working now."
Both men are black belts, havbe a black belt," he said. "I've
Karate also came at the right
never known anyone do it in less
ing worked their way up the proprice, because Marks didn't have
than four."
gression through white, green,
insurance and couldn't afford
The rape/self defense course
brown and other classes.
physical therapy.
But reaching the black belt
is just one of the classes offered
When Marks decided to start
for women and men at the
level alone isn't the pinnacle of
the Richmond Yoseikan karate
the karate discipline. Marks is a
Richmond dojo. Beyond regular
school, or dojo, at Excel
first-degree black belt, and
classes, Marks and Howell plan
Gymnastics this summer, his
Howell a second-degree.
to create full-contact karate
friend came to help. Howell is
Technically, there are 10
armor, hold free classes for
trained as a full instructor.
degrees, but in the Western
underprivileged children and
Marks and Howell teach the
hemisphere in Chitose Kai style,
start a karate club on campus.
Chitose Kai style of karate,
the highest is a seventh-degree
Both men are members of and
named for Dr. Tsuyoshi Chitose,
black belt," Marks said.
licensed by the US Chitose Kai
the late Japanese physician who
"My goal is to reach fifth
Karate Federation.
originated the style, which places
The October rape/self defense
its emphasis on fighting in such a degree by the time I'm in my
50s," Marks said.
course costs $40 and will be held
way as to avoid personal injury.
Howell has taken additional
at Excel Gymnastics in RichHowell got to meet Dr. Chitose
examinations to achieve his secmond, located behind University
when he tested for his secondBook Store. Registration begins
degree black belt. Even at age 80, ond-degree ranking, Marks said.
To earn a more advanced color
Oct. 3. For more information or
the Chitose style creator drilled
belt, karate students test for it
to register, call Marks at 626every day. He was one of only
with an instructor or karate offi8290.
two of 40 Chitose Kai pract it ion-
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Daily Lunch Specials

$3.99
Includes Drink

Pizza and Salad Buffet

.99

Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
5 p.m.-Midnight

^■■■■■■■■■■J
University Shopping Ctnttr
N.ar Social Security Oflict

623-1199

Main Street thevron

Chevron

get th^
SCOOPAt Your

rew

t.caofe

A •TCBY*' Treats store is a new kind
of "TCBY*" store with something
extra - not only the great 'TCBY*"
frozen yogurt you already love, but
some new, very exciting frozen treats.
Like hand-dipped ice cream and frozen **Tf"ft V" lf*Pf}i"C%
yogurt in lots of mouth-watering
* •
flavors. New TCBY*'Treats
421 West Main Street
stores - a treat to satisfy every taste.
Richmond, KY 40475
Treat yourself today!
.•■*%■*

Main Street Chevron

Buy 1 TCBY Treat & ■
Get the 2nd one for

I
Present ihi« coupon before ordering. One order per coupon per vtelt.
Customer must pay sales tax.

^.

Tired nl fifiiiiu in the country
where its empty?
Come on over to J. Slitter's Mill,
home of the original dime time!

Drtnh Specials
Wednesday
$3 all you can drink draft
Friday
Dime draft & dime wings

Don! Forget

Tuesday
_ $5 all you can drink
longnecks and wells

We also do private parties! For information call 624-0249
-
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Baptist Student Union gives off some good vives
BY SHAWN HOHUNS

Staff writer

Don Knight/Progress

Geron Brown, a junior music major from Richmond, leads members and
guests in singing at the Baptist Student Union's "Vive." The BSU hosts

"Vive" at 9 p.m. every Tuesday in the BSU auditorium. The "Vive" is a
music-filled worship service at the beginning of BSU's weekly meetings.

Around 200 people are jammed
into the small room. Loud rock
music is blaring from the speakers and a live band is gearing up
to play. A group of dancers finishes a routine and a singer takes the
microphone. The crowd comes to
its feet
It's not a scene from downtown. It's Tuesday night at 9 p.m.
at the "Vive," in the auditorium at
the Baptist Student Union building.
The "Vive" is a music-filled
worship service at the start of the
BSU's weekly meetings.
Garon Brown, a junior music
major from Richmond, said the
less conventional nature of the
meetings helps to reach students.
"This is not your mom and
dad's worship service," Brown
said.
Brown is in charge of the
music for the meetings, which he
describes as "praise music." For
most of it, the crowd is encouraged to sing along, which for the
most part they do with emotion.
Then follows a speaker, and
after that. well, it depends. BSU
meetings are like the organization
itself tries to be. They strive to
cover all the bases.
The BSU has been at Eastern
since the 1920s. The BSU is just
one branch of a national organization that has a presence at around
1,100 colleges.
"There's something at the BSU
for everyone," said Rick Trexler,
the organization's director.
He said whether the students

are looking for religious experiences, a social meeting place or
activities at the BSU itself.
One of these activities is a deaf
service that will be held on Nov.
3. Jennifer Billiter, a child care
major from Pikeville, who is
involved in the event, is excited
about if.
It will basically be a "Vive" led
by hearing-impaired members of
the BSU.
"For me, the BSU is a place to
spend time and focus on a God."
says Billiter.
There is no official membership, although Trexler estimates
400 students participating, with a
core group of about 100 or so really actively involved.
The BSU and BSU meetings
-and activities are open to all students regardless of religious orientation or lack thereof.
"We're not about judgment."
Brown said. "We're going to
accept those people as much as
we are someone who's went to
church all their lives."
The organization's next
upcoming event is the opportunity to attend a state student convention in Lexington Oct. 2-4.
Interested students can sign up at
the BSU office.
In listing services and activities, there is a tendency to deemphasize the spiritual side of
BSU.
Talking to organization members, this does not happen.
Personal growth is part of the
BSU's stated purpose, but the religious aspect of things is not forgotten.

► Alcohol Awareness Week

Substance abuse committee wants students to 'Get Real!'
Attend virtual parties and help start a new organization
BY STACI ROD

Activities editor
It's easy to get caught up in
drinking in college. You go downtown or to a party and alcohol is
so common that it seems almost
impossible not to drink yourself.
But some groups on campus
want that thinking to change.
Alcohol Awareness Week is
Oct. 5-9 and the EKU Substance
Abuse committee has planned
activities to inform students about
alcohol abuse.
The Substance Abuse committee is concerned that college students think most of their peers

drink alcohol.
"Most students are surprised
when we tell them one-third of
EKU students abstain from alcohol," said Michalle Rice,
Substance Abuse committee
chair.
The committee has chosen the
phrase "Get Real!" as the theme
for substance abuse education.
"We chose 'Get Real!' because
we think a lot of students have a
misconception about alcohol and
drug abuse," Rice said.
The week starts off with lectures from Terry Mosser, senior
instructor for the department of

criminal justice training.
"We're going to give some
information about how alcohol
affects the human body," Mosser
said. "We're going to give information about the legal aspects —
how you can be arrested and how
you can be convicted of DUI."
Mosser added there would
also be information about penalties. The audience will also be
asked to answer questions from
Mosser concerning the contributing factors behind drinking and
driving.
The lectures are .4 p.m.
Monday at the Jr. IFC and

Panhellenic meeting and 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Brock Auditorium.
The activities continue with a
virtual party at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday at Powell with free
door prizes. The week ends with
another party at noon on
Thursday in the browsing lounge
in Powell with more door prizes.
Virtual parties include a CDROM cybergame called Alcohol
101. The game consists of students being at a party, meeting
new friends, learning about them
and discovering that they each
have an alcohol decision to be
made.
The game allows students to
make their own decisions about
alcohol and learn the conse-

SM others Laundry
dA7 Eastern
467
F.iarrn Rvna»
Bypass

HCZA

VVash

i^ir 8am-5p.m.
#%^U1besday

623-5014—-'
623-5014

Tanning Special
thru September

5 visits for

Good Luck

APOLLO PIZZA

228 S. Second Street
Downtown Richmond
Svautty SticAnwnd <£ CXU

Exp: 10/31/98

AJguo

$8.60
Large 14" Pizza Special
Large 1 Topping Pizza

Exp: 10/31/98

AFOUg

$6.25
Pizza Sub Special
Pizza Sub, Garlic Stix

I Exp: 10/31/98 & 32 ozJoftDrink ^

<*?
Party Pizza Special
20" Party Pizza
With 2 Toppings

2 Medium Pizzas
With
One(l) Topping

//M

ties, BACCHUS and GAMMA
promotes healthy lifestyles by
advocating informed, independent decision-making and respect
for state laws and campus polirii's.
"GAMMA is an organization
for the Greeks and BACCHUS is
for the entire community," said
Shannon Brown-Marthouse, coordinator of leadership development. "We already have a
GAMMA chapter here. We are
trying to start a BACCHUS chapter. It seems like students are
interested— we're going to start
one."
A BACCHUS informational
meeting is at 9 p.m. on
Wednesday in the Jaggers Room
of Powell.

ARE You WILLING To
TOMAK£?V DIFFERENCE?

t?o yWhave'the desire to\erve others, a sense of
adventure and an interest in doing important work
'that could challenge you as never before? If so. Peace
..Corpsyservice Can offef yoi^a world of opportunity.

(800)424-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.COM
The Peace Corps does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex.
religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual
orientation, or political affiliation.

k.

*t

I

i Exp: lOai/MQgiQ dgg^jwtyjguig^i

All prices listed on
this offer include
sales tax

Hours:
Sun.-Wed. 11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

623-0330

- ExP: loouM
Afguo

Go)

I"- ■v.Jn 60 countries wbrldwfde, more than 2,500
.assignments are available in business, education,
agriculture, public hearth, and environmental
corrs*n>*tion. Benefits include skills and training for
your futurefa living allowance and health care,
deferral on qualifying student loans, international
experience, and memories for a lifetime.

$15.25

$12.95

Ajgyg

quences of their decisions.
The office of student development has copies of the CD-ROM
for use by students or faculty.
There are two other programs
that will be highlighted during the
week — BACCHUS and
GAMMA
The BACCHUS and GAMMA
Peer Education Network is an
international collegiate alcohol
awareness and health education
initiative.
The BACCHUS and GAMMA
program is the oldest student
organization committed to the
education, training and support
for peer pressure programming
on campus.
Through education and activi-

$6.95
Hoagie Special
Steak Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries
"$5.95
Sub& Salad

Your choice of Pizza sub.
Sausage sub, Ham & Cheese or
a Meatball Sub
Exp: 10/31/98

wmm
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Eastern escapes Middle victorious
Senior
Tyrone
Hopson, Jr.
and junior
tailback
Corey Crume
struggle to
reach the
football, after
an Eastern
fumble,
through three
opposing
MTSU players. Junior
quarterback
Jon Denton
recovered the
fumble for
Eastern.

► Progress MVP
Senior
Daniel Koech,
a Nairobi.
Kenya native,
earned his sec• ond consecutive OVC
Runner of the
Week honor
after taking
home the indiDaniel Koech
vidual crown at placed first out
the Miami
of 74 runners
(Ohio)
in the Miami
University Fall Fall Classic
Classic. He
Invite.
completed the
8K course in a
time of 25:08 to help lead Eastern
to a second-place finish.
Koech led the Colonels to a
fifth-place finish in the prestigious
Cavalier Invitational last weekend by setting a new course
record in the 8.000-meter run
with a time of 24:55.30.

r t

► Sports briefs
Women's golf team places
sixth at Murray Invitational

Eastern's women's golf team
continued its fall season last
. weekend with a sixth place finish
at the Murray State Invitational.
The lady Colonels had all
five of their players who count
towards the team competition
finish in the top 25 in the 14
team tournament.
Eastern was led by Colleen
Yaeger. who finished tied for
ninth with a score of 157.
Krissie Kirby finished two shots
behind her teammate to finish
tied for 15th place.
The individual and team competition was won by Arkansas
State University. Amanda Beeler
finished first with a score of 145,
putting her five strokes ahead of
the second place finisher from
the University of Missouri-in
Kansas City.
Eastern's women's golf team,
led by first year coach Joni
Stephens, have finished in the
top 10 in all three tournaments
during the fall season. In its first
tournament. Eastern tied for
second place and in the invitational before Murray State they
placed ninth.
Next, the women's golf team
will travel to play in the Western
Carolina Invitational Oct. 5-7.

► Schedule
Football (3-1)
■ OPEN

Volleyball (1-11)
■ vs. Southeast Missouri. 8 p.m..
Friday. Cape (iirardeau
■ vs. Eastern Illinois. 1 p.m..
Saturday. Charleston, HI
■ vs. Mon-head State, 7 p.m..
Tuesday. Morehead

Men's Golf
■ LejendH of Indiana. Sunday
through Tuesday. Franklin. Ind.
Women's Golf
. ■ Western Carolina
- Invitational. 8 am.. Monday
through Wednesday

Softball
; ■ Northern Kentucky
University, 330 p.m., today. H<x>d
Field
■ Wrtfit State Tournament
Saturday and Sunday, Dayton,
Ohio

Cross Country
■ Loyola Lakefront Invitational.
Saturday. Chicago, III.
Tennis
■ Southern Illinois Invitational.
Friday through Sunday.
Carbondak'. 111.

Menendez's return sparks
offense, Asel out for season
BY DAMEL REMHART

Protecting a 28-24 lead.
Eastern had its back to the wall
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.— needing to stop MTSU from getDrenched in sweat, an exhausted ting the final seven yards to preJason Muchow sauntered stiffly vent the upset.
around the Middle Tennessee
After not being able to stop the
State visitors' locker room. offense for the entire drive, sophoMuchow and the defense
more linebacker Butch
had just been run over for
Printup ripped through
much of the game by an
the line untouched blindadept-Blue Raider offense.
siding the quarterback
So why was the burly
and causing a fumble.
300-pound tackle smilSenior Charles Tinsley
ing?
recovered the fumble to
Because
despite
preserve the victory.
Eastern's defense getting
Kidd, who has beaten
outplayed, it came up with
the Blue Raiders the last
three key turnovers,
six times, said he didn't
including one late in the Scooter Asel
think his players had a
fourth quarter, helping suffered a torn good week of practice.
the Colonels preserve a ACL of his
He said he had to stop
28-24 victory.
right knee and
practice last week and
"It's part of our never will be lost for
"get after them" to try
give up attitude," Muchow the season
and get his players motisaid. "We've got a lot of
vated for their first conteam love."
ference game.
To beat Middle, Coach Roy
"I don't think we had the
Kidd said the defense had to
make something happen. And just intensity," Kidd said. "We just
when the Colonels needed it, the were not ready to play."
With the return of pre-season
defense did make something hap
pen, they forced a turnover.
See Football/Page B7
Assistant sports editor

Photos by Don Knight/Progress
Middle Tennessee tailback Torin Kirtsey tries to avoid the tackle of junior Eastern linebacker Brad Folke. The
Colonel defense came up with three key turnovers in the teams 28-24 victory over MTSU.

Blue Raiders say sayonara to OVC, hello to Division I-A
Beginning with the 199*00 seaMURFREESBORO. Tenn.—
Hello. Charles. Hello. Roy. son. Middle takes its place among
the top echelon of colle—In 1953, with a
giate football by moving
15-6 victory over Charles
into Division I-A which
M. Murphy's Middle
makes the Blue Raiders
Tennessee State
ineligible for the crown
University Blue Raiders,
this season. However,
Eastern football coach
Roy Kidd began a rivalry,
Middle remains a member
an era.
of the OVC conference in
When current Middle
all other sports. The move
Tennessee head football
will hopefully bring MTSU
football into line with
coach BixHs Donnelly
and Kidd sent their gridSHANE WAITERS other Blue Raider athletic
iron representatives onto
programs, all of which
Xs s o«
the field of Floyd Stadium
have been competing at
the NCAA's highest possi
Saturday, only a few
Colonel and Blue Raider fans may
ble level since the school's admishave realized they were witnessing sion to the OVC in 1952.
As a result of Middle moving
the end of an 45-year university
rivalry.
into Division I competition, coach

Jack Harbaugh's Western Kentucky
University HiDtoppers will replace
the vacant Blue Raider position in
the OVC for the 1999 season.
Middle Tennessee was a leader
for nearly seven decades in what
was first called the NCAA's
"College Division" and later
"Division II." From 1978 until the
present, the Blue Raiders ranked
among the nation's best in
Division I-AA Middle has finished
first in the Division I-AA twice
with an 11-(W> record in 1985 and
an 10-1-0 record in 1990. With the
47 contests Middle and Eastern
have battled, two stand out
amongst the many other losses
and victories for both universities:
' 1984 First Round: MTSU 27,
Eastern 10

MTSU entered the national
championship playoffs as an atlarge entry after finishing with a 92 overall record and trailing only
champion Eastern Kentucky in the
final OVC standings. The firstround game sent the Blue Raiders
to Richmond for the second time
in the season, where they had
taken a 22-10 win from the
Colonels in early October.
MTSU prevailed over the
league titlists, 27-10 as tailbacks
Vince Hall and Gerald Anderson
teamed up for three touchdowns
and 325 yards in rushing.
1991 Quarter Finals: Eastern
23. Middle 13.
Middle suffered only one loss
to a Division I-AA football team
during the 1991 regular season, a

10ix>int defeat (17-7) at the hands
of Eastern in Richmond. Another
loss at Richmond knocked the
Blue Raiders out of the NCAA
Playoffs.
Eastern shut down the MTSU
running attack, giving the Raiders
only 77 total rushing yards.
Middle was shut out until the
fourth period, when quarterback
Kelley Holcomb passed for a pair
of touchdowns.
Goodbye, Roy. Goodbye,
Boots — In 1998. Eastern began
defense of its Ohio Valley
Conference championship in
grand style with its 28-24 hardfought win over Middle in the last
meeting between the two schools
as OVC football members — the
end of an era.

► Volleyball

Tennessee dismantles Colonels
BY DANIEL REINHART

Assistant sports editor

With hard work and patience
coach I.ori Duncan and her
Colonels continue to endure the
losses this season and look optimistically to the future.
After losing its last three
games at home Eastern fell to 111 this year.
Eastern lost to TennesseeMartin. Murray State and
Tennessee
The Colonels are on a three
game slide after breaking their
eight game losing streak against
Tennessee State Sept. 19.
I hincan says her team is getting
better but needs to play aggressively from the beginning of the match.

"We are playing much better
defense," Duncan said. "They
have to expect to succeed, we're
going to have to play harder to
succeed."
On Tuesday, the young and
improving Colonels had a large
task ahead of them when
Southeastern Conference power
Tennessee came to Richmond.
The Lady Volunteers, which
Duncan said are the best team
they've played all year, came into
Alumni Coliseum and dominated
its host.
Tennessee crushed F^astern in
the first game jumping out to a
10-2 lead behind the strong play
of two starting freshman. The
Colonels would drop game one

Freshmen
Sharon
Moreno
attempts to
block a spike
from Mary
Heinecke of
the University
of Tennessee
during a match
held in Alumni
Coliseum on
Tuesday.

15-5. The second game was
almost a carbon copy of the first
with F-astern losing 15-3.
Duncan's squad came out and
played the third game with reckless abandon and had it tied at 88. Duncan said the improved play
was because "they had nothing to
lose."
But the Lady Volunteer's talent would overcome Eastern,
winning the final game 15^8.
Even with only one win this
season the players are trying to
keep the optimistic attitude that
they started the season with.
"We get better every game. As
long as we stay positive everything will be OK,"said Mary Lee
Keranko, middle blocker.

Andrew
Patterson/Progress
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KING IS QUEEN

Senior Jamie
King won the
Bluegrass
10,000, the
Bluegrass
5.000 and the
Midnight
Summer's
Run, over the
summer, which
were all held in
Lexington.
King has broke
the school
'.
record for the;
indoor 800 ;
meter run
•
along with the
second best '■
time in Eastern
history for the'
mile run She.
also ran the "
second fastest
1500 meter
time in Eastern
history at the
NCAA

Jamie King has run an illustrious life on, off the track
BY DAVID JONES

Staff writer

For the past five years this senior
runner has been the most dominant athlete at Eastern. She is perhaps the best track athlete the school
has ever had. But Jamie King showed
signs of what may be a very successful
post collegiate career when she won
three non-collegiate events over the
summer.
While at Eastern, the 22-year-old
senior has broken the school record for
Ihe indoor 800-meter run. She also has
the second-best time in Eastern history
lor the mile run. As if that wasn't enough,
she ran the second-fastest 1500-meter
lime in Eastern history at the NCAA
Division I Outdoor Championships in
Bloomington, Ind. in 1997. In addition.
King has the second-best outdoor 800meter in school history.
Over the summer. King won the
Bluegrass 10,000, the Bluegrass 5.000
and the Midnight Summer's Run which
were held in Lexington. She also was
involved in smaller races in the region,
which included winning a two-mile event
at Corbin and being runner-up to
Jazmene Jones in a race held at Pigeon
Forge, Tenn.
Jones was a well-known runner in her
college days and now runs for Adidas in
commercial events. King was very proud
of having been able to run alongside her.

"She just out kicked me at the very
end," King said.
Of all her many successes in track
and cross country in high school and
college. King says being an AilAmerican (which she has been three
times) rates at the top of her accomplishments.
Not everything has run smooth in
King's running career, however. She
had to sit out of the 1995 season due to
injury. The injury was a stress fracture
under a bone in her leg and it took it
five months to heal completely. Not only
did King have to sit out of the track season, but the summer events as well. She
says the waiting got frustrating.
"I was just biking and swimming and
it got boring," King said.
King also admits that despite being
in great physical condition, she isn't
always prepared mentally for a race.
"Sometimes when they say step up to
the line, I step up but I'm not mentally
into it entirely,".King said.
King says her biggest problem has
been time management. This includes
finding time for track and her classes, as
well as social time. She says she doesn't
have time to go out and have a lot of fun
due to athletic and academic demands.
Some of the time constraints are due
to having to travel on away trips.
"I have to get my work finished before
I leave on a trip because I'm not very
good at studying on a bus," King said.

She's been able to balance track with
books, however. She has already
received a degree in dietetics and is currently working on another one in adult
fitness.
Rick Erdmann, the track and cross
country coach at Eastern, said he knew
King was very talented coming out of
high school but that's not always an indication of how their college career will go.
"We normally have a lot of kids that
are talented but few are willing to make
the kind of commitment it takes to reach
their potential," Erdmann said. "She
(King) developed a very strong work
ethic and obviously she's has success."
Coach Erdmann said his decision to
red shirt King in 1995 because of her
injury is something he rarely does but
feels he made a good move.
As for the 1998-99 track season, King
will concentrate on the 1500 meter but
may also compete in the 800 meter and
3000 meter events as well.
All these events aren't held until the
March outdoor track season gets under
way. Because King has already completed her eligibility in cross country and
indoor track, her season really doesn't
begin until the outdoor season. King
hopes to get a corporate sponsorship
and continue to race in commercial
events for as long as she's able to run.
"I love to compete," King said. "I
love to push myself to where I know
that I'll give it everything I can."

Don
Knight/Progress

► Softball

Illinois State eliminates Colonels from National Invite
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Coach Jane Worthington's
Colonel softball team began fall
competition with the National
Invitational Championship at
Green Valley Softball Compex,
Moline, III. The Colonels finished
with an 2-2 record after being
eliminated from the tournament
by Illinois State.
The three day tournament was
composed of 25 teams in which
there were five pools of five teams
each. Teams played within their
pool and the two teams with the

best record advanced to the
finals, which were single elimination.
"Most of the teams had been
playing and practicing for the tournament for three weeks, although,
overall, we did really well,"
Worthington said.
The Colonels began their 1998
NIC with a 5-0 loss to Southwest
Missouri. Senior Karen Scott gave
up five runs (two earned) off nine
hits in the seven innings. She
fanned two Southeast hitters and
walked one.
"We hit the ball hard, but we

hit it right at them (Southeast
Missouri)," Worthington said.
The contest was more a defensive
game then offensive."
In the second competition of
the NIC, sophomore Kerri Duncan
won her first game of the year
throwing a three-hitter against
Iowa Sate for a 1-0 victory. Duncan
was named player of the game
with her three-hit shutout and with
the game-winning RBI.
Kristina Mahon went three
innings for the Colonels, giving
up two earned runs off four hits
while striking out one to give the

softball squad a 6-3 win over
Southern Mississippi. (The
Colonels were trailing 2-0, and
scored four runs in the third
inning.) Junior Kim Sarrazin had
three RBI's when she cleared the
bases with her second double of
the contest.
In the fourth contest of the invitational, Karen Scott threw a six
hitter and gave up one earned run,
but the Colonel defense made
three costly errors during the contest, which contributed jp the 4-2
loss to Southern Illinois.
With a 2-2 overall record, the
Colonels were one of the top

three in its pool, giving way to
advance to the tournament. In the
Single-Elimination Tournament.
Worthington's Colonels fell short
of an victory with a 6-2 loss to
Illinois State.
Despite the Colonels elimination from the National Invitational
Championship, Worthington felt
that the invite was a good experience for the younger members of
the softball team.
The new players are trying to
work with the veterans — trying
to learn how to communicate with
their teammates," Worthington
said. "We can play with anyone

though—we can play with the
best."
The Colonels will tace the Norse
of Northern Kentucky University
3:30 p.m. today at Hood Held. After
the NKU contest, the softball squad
will conclude its short lived fall
competition in the Wright Stale
Tournament in Dayton, Ohio,
Saturday and Sunday.
"We are going to come out and
see what they (Northern
Kentucky) have," Worthington
said. "I'm kind of going into the
contest blind because I haven't
seen Northern play in around five
years."

► Men's Golf

► Cross Country

Eastern proves to be
the host with the most

Men, women finish second
in Miami University Classic

BY DANIEL REMHART

Assistant sports editor

Michael Jordan didn't win an
NBA championship his first year
in Chicago. It took John Elway
over a decade to achieve his goal
of winning the super bowl and
Rick Pitino used up more than
half of the 90's to win the national
championship.
Even though these great
sports legends didn't meet their
goals on first try, they did achieve
them - eventually.
Second year golf coach Pat
Stephens is hoping not to wait
past this year to meet his goal of
leading Eastern to its first ever
NCAA tournament this spring.
"We have a very deep squad,"
Stephen's said. This win will defiantly give us some confidence."
In its own (and only) home
Invitational of the fall. Eastern
cruised to a first place finish, winning by four strokes. The
Colonels also had four of five
golfers finish in the top 10, led by
senior Andrew Games.
Games finished with a final
score of 212 earning him second
place. After two excellent rounds
of shooting 69, he faltered in the
third round, shooting a 74. That
score cost him first place by six

strokes to Eric Mason of Western
Kentucky.
Led by Games and Eric
Willenbrink (tied for fifth place)
the Colonels held off rival
Louisville and Western Kentucky
who tied for second place in the
team event.
In the Colonels first tournament of the year, Sept. 17-19, tiny
finished third at the Murray Slate
Invitational. Games again led the
team with his overall third plaitfinish.
Even though it's the spring
season that has all the conference
competitions, including the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament,
the fall season helps teams to
establish themselves.
This win will defiantly give us
some confidence." Stephens said.
Next, the colonels travel to
Franklin, Ind.. Oct. 4-6. to play in
the Legends of Indiana tournament
The coach said he and his players are looking forward to meeting their goal, but they have to
take both season's one round at a
time.
He is also optimistic about the
team's chances this weekend.
"I don't see any reason why we
don't have a shot at winning."

"
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Brenda Aheam/Progress
Senior Andy Games attempts a putt during the men's golf team's
Colonel Classic at Arlington Golf Course. Games finished second overall
while the team finished first in its own tournament.

Coach Rick Erdmann's cross
country team laced up its sneakers and competed in the Miami
University Fall Classic in Oxford.
Ohio, last Saturday after a strong
showing in the University of
Virginia Invitational.
The women's cross country
squad placed second (46 points)
■behind Bowling Green's 31 points
in the eight-team event.
Three women's cross country
runners placed within the top ten
of the Miami Fall Classic. Junior
Jenni Brown placed fourth with a
time of 18:17, while freshmen
Heather Davel took eighth
(18:31).
Freshmen Hannah Benjamin
rounded out the top 10 with a
10th place showing (18:43).
Junior Celestina Ogbolugo followed Benjamin with a time of
18:46 for an 11th place honor,
while junior Theresa Olsen was
the final Colonel to cross the finish line in the top twenty at 13th
place (18:55). Freshmen Jennifer
Wheeler placed 26th with a time
of 19:39.
Despite an impressive showing
by senior Daniel Koech, the
men's cross country team placed
second (48 points) behind host

Miami's 32 points within its eightteam competition. Koech placed
first overall out of 74 runners with
a time of 25:08. He earned his second consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference Men's Runner of the
Week honor after taking the gold
in the Miami University event.
Junior Mohammed Khayr
almost defeated his own university teammate by taking second
place with a total time of 25:18.
Senior Charles Moore finished
10th with a time of 26:12. while
junior Soto Agawa finished in the
top 20 with a 13th place time of
26:19.
:
Junior David Machungo followed behind the pack with a
22nd place time of 26:52.
Rounding out the 74 runner
event were sophomore Ryan
Parrish, who finished 28th with a
time of 27:07. freshmen Brett
Earnest who placed 45th with a
total time of 28:01 and junior
Keith Verman who finished 57th
(28:37).
The men's and women's cross
country teams will compete in the
Loyola Lakefront Invitational in
Chicago. III. Saturday. Krdinann's
squad will travel to Greenville.
S.C. Oct. 10 for the Furman
University Invitational.

► Men's Tennis
Football: Colonels lose
three starters against MTSU Doyle expected to 'set the tone' for 1998-99 Colonels
From B6

All-American receiver Rondel
Menendez. the offense had a more
productive game than the defense.
The senior caught two touchdown
passes on six receptions and had
140
receiving
yards.
"I'm glad to be Back," said
Menendez as he hugged coach
Kidd after the game. "I'm really
proud ... we got the job done."
Sophomore Corey Crume.
starting in place of the injured
Derick Logan, carried the rushing load for Eastern. He carried
the ball 36 times for 126 yards and
two touchdowns.
Eastern's defense had trouble
stopping MTSU"s short and quick
passing game (very similar to
Kentucky's) and halfback draws.
Starting cornerback Scooter
Asel went down in the first half
with an injury and never returned.
Asel suffered a torn anterior cruciate ligament of his right knee and
will be lost for the season.
Defensive back Shawn Gallant also

left the game with a sprained ankle
The special teams also came up
big for Eastern. With the Colonels
down by two, senior Tony Woods
blocked a punt and recovered it
giving the offense the ball at the
MTSU two-yard line. Three plays
later Crume capitalized with a
one-yard surge into the end zone.
After MTSU answered back
with a sct>re of their own. Eastern
went into the fourth quarter down
24-21. But the final 15 minutes
would belong to Eastern.
Quarterback Jon Denton threw
what proved to be the winning
strike, an 11-yard pass to Menendez,
to put Eastern ahead for good.
Denton Finished 9-16 with 166
yards and two touchdown passes.
The defense was then able to
dig in its heels and hold the Blue
Raiders scoreless for the remainder of the game.
Eastern has an open date this
weekend, but they return home to
play Tennessee State University
Oct. 10.
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The men's tennis team will
travel to Carbondale. 111., for its
season-opening tournament this
weekend at Southern Illinois
University.
This will be the first action for
the Colonels since their fourth
place finish at the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament last
spring.
Other teams at the SIU tournament include Southern Illinois.
Tennessee-Martin. Austin Peay
and Eastern Illinois.
"We are a veteran team. There
are a lot of advantages when you
.have players that are used to the
pressure," said Tom Higgins,
Eastern tennis coach.
Eastern's team consists of four
seniors, one junior and two freshmen. The seniors — Adam Doyle,
Chad Williams, Michael Hornback
and Jamey Sellars — will provide
the foundation for the 1998-99
Colonels. The only other returning
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*< There are a lot
of advantages
when you have
players that are
used to the pressure.
Tom Higgins,
men's tennis coach
»
player is Rob Bushman, the lone
junior on the team. The two freshmen, Faden Holden and Jason
Cruihfiekl. wiO give the needed stability lower in the lineup.
"Doyle will set the tone for the
team, but all of the seniors know
what we are trying to accomplish.
They were successful last season
and I'm sure they will pass on that
knowledge to our freshmen,"
HiKgins said.

Andrew Patterson/Progress
Senior Adam Doyle backhands the tennis ball during a recent practice,
for the men's tennis team Doyle, along with the three other seniors, la .
expected to lead Eastern to a 1998-99 Ohio Valley Conference title.
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Save More Every Time You Shop!
As a Preferred Shopper, you will receive
instant discounts on your favorite products
throughout the stroe. Just present your Smitty
& Woody Piefened Shopper Card to the
cashier when .you check out.
It's a revolutionary new way to buy groceries!
To put it quite simply, Smitty & Woody want
to reward customers more who spend more of
their food dollars in outwore. After all, isn't
that the way it should be?

-*-

2 Liter coca Cola

alvays

when you sign up for your Smitty &
woody Preferred Shopper card.

4RoUPk3.

32 oz. jar, Res. only!

Angel Soft
Bam Tissue

Miracle Whip
Salad Dressing

SAVE 42 <
wtth RS. Card!

27

SAVE80<
with PS Card!

lunit 1 with PS Card1

SAVE 71 <
Without card $1.80

5 lb. Bas

SeaHest
Orange Juke

Best Yet
Sugar

SAVE80<
with P.S. Card!

46

<

l«nit ? with PS Card1

with P.S. Card!

Unit ? with PS Ca'fl1

64 oz. Bottle

gffrKfmTBrtt

Moore's
Potato Chips

<

Without card 69«J

2fj£f

6 oz. Bas, Asst. Flavors

^MtBlraMiro)
SAVE90<
with P.S. Card!

Without card $1.26

96

35
Limit 9 with PS Card1

Without card $1.06

4 oz. pkg.

Super Tru
Lunch
War?

<

SAVE 48 <
with PS. Card!

limit 7 with PS Care"

Without card $1.86

Without card 98<

10 Lb. Bag, U.S. #1 Wisconsin

12oz.pks.

Russet
Potatoes

2 Lb. Bag^Reg. or Crinkle Cut

Elm Hill
Bacon

Ore Ida
French Fries

BKi;i;i.RRi;Ia
KI«J

SAVE67<

Without card $1.55
(Formerly Super t Footts)
•Money

iHaii

SAVE5CK
with PS. Card!

with PS. Card1

<

SAVE $1.00
with P.S. Card!

Without card $1.29

94

<

Urn* 9 with PS Card'

Without card $1.94

m.14

SMITH & WOODS

America's #1 Prepaid Phone Card!

CALL ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE FOR

• Mo

ONLY

COST PLUS 10%

Added at the
register.

Buy USDA Choice Meats, Farm-Fresh Dairy and Produce Items
and Name-Brand Groceries. All this at our COST PLUS 10%!

Oct. f fhrv
Oct. 7.

«
Per
Minute!

' i

TIG 1959 RECIPE
Get one Large
Ptzze with up to
6 toppings and get
another Large Ptzze
with 1 topping

i

Middlesboro
Village Square
248-0048

Barbourville
Parkway Plaza
546-2525

Berea
Boone Square
986-1644

Corbin
Master Street
528-9998

London
1106 S. Main
864-8787

Russell Springs
Northridge Ctr.,

Richmond
539 Mahaffey Dr.
623-0771

HAVING A PARTY?
FAMILY CHOICE

X

Somerset
Highway 27
679-2009

NOW HIRING!
Restaurant Crew • Delivery Drivers
& Management Trainees
Apply at the Little Caesars nearest
you or call 1-800-648-8875

AUTHENTIC 1959 RECIPE

^

Next to Kmol/Crryout Only

866-4800

■i CHICKEN WINGS

TASTY
PIECE

•NTIC B59 RECIPE
MfTVBUt
plui III

Get a ten piece
| Chicken Wing
order with any
pizza purchase

WE ACCEPT
Of* iW8«

VISA

^

Little Caesars

Let us plan your next event with our special
discounts on group orders of 10 pizzas or more.
Call the Little Caesars® nearest you.
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